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COMPANIES -LIABILITY OF DIRECTORS FOR PAY IN LIEU OF
NOTICE: Barrette v. Crabtree - Kenneth Wm. Thornicroft - [1993], 72
C.B.R. 380 .

"[Public policy] is a very unruly horse, and when once you get astride it you never
know where it will carry you . It may lead you from the sound law . It is never argued
at all but when other points fail ."'

It is a present day treat, albeit a rare one, to behold a Supreme Court of Canada
judgment that inhabits fewer than twenty reported pages, is unanimous and
addresses a narrow issue . Barrette v. Crabtree', which was discussed and
criticized by Professor Kenneth Wm. Thornicroft recently in this journal', is
one . The purpose of this response is to argue that, contra Thornicroft, the
Supreme Court of Canadd4 reached the correct conclusion.

The Judgments

Peter Bowal*

The case deals with what now is section 119(1) of the Canada Business
Corporations Act:'

119 (1) Directors of acorporation arejointly and severally liable to employees ofthe
corporation for all debts not exceeding six months wages payable to each such
employee for services performed for the corporation while they are such directors
respectively.

Twenty nine employees of the Wabasso plant in Trois-Rivières were laid
offin 1985 . Thejudgment ofapproximately $300,000in damages forpay in lieu
oftermination notice was unpaid whenWabasso became insolvent . The laidoff
workers applied for personal orders against the directors pursuant to section
119 . The Superior Court ofQuebecb found that, because reasonable notice was

* Peter Bowal, of the Faculty ofManagement, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta .
' Richardson v . Mellish (1824),2 Bing. 229,130 E.R . 294, per Burroughs, J. at 252 .
2 [19931 1 S.C.R . 1027, (1993), 101 D.L.R . (4th) 66, 47 C.C.E.L . 1, 10 B.L.R . (2d)

1, 150 N.R. 272, 53, Q.A.C . 279 (S.C.C .) . Page references are to the DLR reports .
' "Companies - Liability of Directors for Pay in Lieu of Notice ofDismissal : Canada

Business Corporations Act, S.C . 1974-75-76, C.33, S.114(l) (Now Canadian Business
Corporations Act, R.S.C.C . C-44, S.11 .9(1)) : Barrette v . Crabtree. " (1993) 72 Can. Bar
Rev . 380 .

' Supra, footnote 2 . Judgment by L'Heureux -Dubé J ., concurred in by Lamer C.J.C .
Sopinka, Gonthier and Iacobucci JJ .

s R.S.C. 1985, c . C-44 (herein, "CBCA") formerly, S.C . 1974-75-76, c. 33 section
114(1) of the Canada Business Corporations Act.

6 Barrette v. Crabtree (25 May 1989), Trois-Rivières 400-02-000129-880, J.E . 89-
1311 (C.Q.) at 12, per Judge Gagnon.
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alegalrequirementforemployerterminationofindefiniteemploymentcontracts,
the judgment was a debt "associated with the performance of services for the
corporation"' . This is the interpretation which Thornicroft appears to favour.
The Quebec Court of Appeal' denied the workers of this statutory remedy. It
focused on the meaning of "debts" in section 119(1) . The Court said that "the
wording clearly suggests"9 only an "amountofwhichisknown because therates
are specifiedin theemploymentcontract . . . orby law"10 wasrecoverable from the
directors . In other words, the claim was for unliquidated damages, notareadily
quantifiable debt. Insteadofcharacterizing thejudgment whichwasthe subject
of the appeal, the Court of Appeal opted to treat the employees' claims as
unliquidated :II

The debt here is not a liquidated and due one, but simply a contingent debt. Though
thejudgment onwhichthe debtisbasedhas becomeresjudicata between theinsolvent
company and the employees, the fact remains that it does not necessarily have this
finality vis-a-vis the directors . . .

L'Ileureux-Dubd J ., for the Supreme Court of Canada also found for the
directors, but for different reasons . She pointed out how section 119(1) is
"exceptional (to the general principles governing company law) in atleastthree
respects" ." These are:

(1 .) "the rule departs from the fundamental principle that a corporation's legal
personalityremains distinctfrom thatofitsmembers . . . creates anexception tothe
more general principle that no one is responsible for the debts of another" ;

(2 .) "unlike other statutory rules which may impose personalliability ondirectors, s .
[119(1)] does not contain an exculpatory clause as such"" ; and

(3 .) "the provision in question imposes on directors a positive obligation. This
distinguishes itfrom moststatutory rules, whichprohibitdirectorsfromengaging
in certain acts or transactions""

The Court chose not to extend the meaning of"debts . . . for the performance
of services for the corporation":"

An amount payable in lieu ofnotice does not flow from "services performed for the
corporation" . An amount payable in lieu of notice does not flow from services
performed for the corporation, but rather from the damage arising from non-
performance of a contractual obligation to give sufficient notice .

' Ibid. p. 12 .
$ [1991] R.J.Q . 1193, 26 A.C.w.S . (3d) 946.
9 Ibid., R.J.Q . at 1195 .
'° Ibid.
" Ibid. a t 1195-6.
'z Supra footnote 2 at 77 .
' 3 In fact, this varies from one Canadianjurisdiction to another. See, eg. theAlbertaBusiness

Corporations Act, S.A.1981, c. B-15, s.114 (2) (a) where thedirector is notliable "ifhebelieves
onreasonable grounds thatthe corporation can pay the debts as they becomedue."

'4 Ibid. at 77-8 .
's Ibid. at 81 .
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Thenoticepay damageswere, therefore, notrecoverable from the directors.

Critique of the ThornicroftAnalysis

Thornicroft characterizes the notice/severance requirement as an "employment
benefit" which, even if implied by law outside of the individual employment
contract, "forms part of the overall compensation package" whether or not it is
actuallyused. 16 Thatis true . That would also fortify the positionofthese former
employees, ifitwere "employment benefits"which were personally chargeable
to the directors . The statute, however, does not specifically authorize this . It
does not, as do some provincial counterparts," attempt to define wages to
possibly include ordered notice pay .

Thornicroft then points out that prior service is one factor embraced by
judges to assess the length of the notice period . The argument follows that
notice pay is :

based at least in part . . . on the employee's past services performed for the corporation .
That being so, the plaintiff's claims inBarrette v. Crabtree did fallwithinthe purview
of section [119(1)] and the directors should have been found liable . '$

One might even go further in establishing this relationship . Although
L'Heureux-Dub6 J . conceded that "the main objective of this obligation [ie.
notice] is to give the employee the time to find a new job and the employer to
find a new employee"'9 and "rules of thumb" relationships between length of
service andnoticeperiod arejudicially repudiatedz°, length ofservice oftendoes
serve as the clearest predictor of the reasonable and necessary time for the
employee to find a new job . This is reflected in provincial legislation for
minimum notice periods being tied directly, and solely, to length of service ."
The issue lies, however, not in a relationship upon which noticepay is based.

'e Supra footnote 3 at 382.
" See eg., Business CorporationsAct, R.S.S . 1978, c. B-10, s.114 whichincorporates

the Labour Standards Act,R.S.S . 1978, c.L-1, s . 2 (r) definition of "wages" .
11 Supra footnote 3 at 383 .
19 Supra footnote 2 at 79 .
z° Speight v. Uniroyal Goodrich Canada Inc. (1989), 97 N.B.R . (2d) 216 (Q.B .) ;

Hourie v. Joseph E. Seagram & Sons Ltd. (1990), 106 A.R . 231 (Alto. Q.B .) ; Pelech v.
Hyundai Auto Canada Inc. (1991), 40 C.C.E.L. 87 (B.C.C.A .) ; McCrea v. Conference
Board ofCanada (1993), 45 C.C.E.L. 29 (Ont . Gen . Div .) .

21 Employment Standards Code, S.A.1988, c . E-10.2, ss . 55-62 (Div. 9) ; Employment
StandardsAct, S.B .C . 1980, c . 10, ss . 41-48 (Part 5) ; Employment Standards Act, R.S.M .
1987, c . E 110, s . 39 ; Employment StandardsAct, S.N.B . 1982, c . E-7 .2, ss . 29-34; Labour
Standards Act, R.S.N . 1990, c.L-2, ss. 49-56 ; Labour Standards Act, R.S.N.W.T. 1988, c.
L-1, ss.14.01-14.10 (Part 11 . 1) ; LabourStandards Code,R.S.N.S . 1989, c. 246, ss . 72-78 ;
EmploymentStandards Code, R.S.O ., c . E.14, s . 57 ; Employment Standards Act, S .P.E.I .
1992, c . 18, s . 29 ; Labour StandardsAct, R.S.Q. c . N-1 .1, ss . 82-83.1 ; Labour Standards
Act, R.S.S . 1978, c . L-1, ss . 42-44 ; EmploymentStandards Act, R.S.Y . 1986, c. 54, ss . 46-
55 ; and Canada Labour Code, R.S.C. 1985, c . L-2, ss . 230-234.
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The statute only permits directors to be charged for "wages payable to such
employee for services performed for the corporation."

Finally, Thornicroft describes how this result "is also troubling from a
public policy perspective."" If employees receive notice, work through it and
are not paid, the directors are liable, providing the other conditions are met in
section 119. This is likely the purpose thelaw intendedto achieve. Thornicroft
adds, "however, if the requisite notice is not given to the employees, the
directors willnotce personally liable for severance pay inlieu ofnotice.",' Nor,
one may argue, should they be . If the policy of the legislation is to make
directors personally responsible only for unremunerated services at the request
of the corporate enterprise, such a policy is not offended by this possible
outcome. Iftheerstwhile employees wishto seek damages for lackofsufficient
notice of termination, they may, of course, do so and obtain judgment in that
action . Theywill simply rankas equals withotherunsecuredjudgmentcreditors
for that particular claim. For work actually performed at the request of the
corporation, which might have otherwisehave unjustlyenrichedthe corporation,
they will enjoy this "exceptional" legislated right ofrecourse against thirdparty
directors .

For Thornicroft to assert that "corporate directors otherwise subject to
section [119(1)] may nowhave an incentive to withhold the giving of notice to
employees, especially if the corporation is in a precarious financial position",'
is to pre-ordain directors automatically liable in their personal capacity for
notice pay atthe outset . Only then would areductionfrom that liability scenario
be viewed as an "incentive". It is perhaps simplistic to maintain that an effect
ofthis decision is to "encourage the withholding ofnotice to employees""when
the basis for director liability is not notice at all, but instead unremunerated
services actually rendered to the corporation. On the other hand, it is difficult
to predictwhat theincentive effectwouldbe . Theresult favoured by Thornicroft
might have the effect of stimulating the employer to convert all indefinite
employmentto term certainemployment or requiring the employees to contract
outofcommon law notice rights . Bothresponsesare legalandrender notice less
germane.

While one is discussing director incentive, it is fitting to address the
disincentive effects oftheinterpretation thatThornicroftprefers onthewillingness
of the most qualified directors to offer themselves to serve in that capacity.
Presumably ifone searches, there is a competingpublic policy that supports the
original principles of Salomon v. Salomon & Co.26 and corporate personality.
Such a public policy would favour creating an atmosphere in which competent
andservice-mindedpersonswillbewillingto step forwardtomanagecorporations

22 Ibid.
23 Ibid. (emphasis in original) .
24 Ibid. at 383-4 (emphasis in original) .
25 Ibid at 384.
26 [18971 A.C. 22 (H.L .) .
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withoutdaily concerns abouttheirpersonalestatesbeing attachedby employees .27
The popular press today regularly reports of directors leaving their posts,
sometimesenmasse, andthrowingtheirrespectivecorporations into management
crises,2$ forreasons such as potential wage liabilities . Such reactions cannot be
in the interests of corporations or employees . The relative vulnerability of
employees vis-a-vis employers and other creditors has long been presumed and
was so again in the case at bar,29 but recent dicta are showing a trend to re-
consider that premise, at least with respect to having the employee shoulder
some of the responsibility for economic conditions in calculation of common
law notice periods . 3 °

Thornicroft points to certain "public policy" anomalies which may result
fromthis decision . Such is acommon technique employed by commentators to
demonstrate the folly of the decision and, consequently, to lend support to the
legitimacy ofone's position . Here, I have tried to show above that this was not
a case about notice at all, but about unpaid service . The weight ofanomalous
results, however, which Thornicroft does not refer to, is far greater by virtue of
havingtheprovision atallthan byinterpreting itin the mannerhe criticizes . This
provision does not appear, at all or in the same form, in every other Canadian
jurisdiction . Ironically, if this employer had been incorporated under the
Quebec Companies Act", instead of the CBCA, the analysis may have been
quite different .32 That increasing number ofCanadian workers who are subject
to short renewable fixed-term employment contracts have no notice periods .
Nor would section 119 by itself protect non-corporate employees . The point
here is that section 119 is the greatest anomaly. In several ways it is an
"exception" to the general principle of corporate personality . Its enactment
creates more anomalies than any of its several reasonable interpretations .

One might argue that an equally plausible "public policy choice 1113 is the
more conservative one articulated by the Supreme Court ofCanada . Different

2' For an analysis of the extent to which legislation has shattered the corporate veil,
see eg. E.D.D . Tavender, C . M . Poyen and D. M. Hallett, "Developments in Corporate
Liability : Is the Sky the Limit?" (1993) 22 Can . Bus . L . J . at 258-295 .

za See, B . Marrotte, "Directors Beware", Calgary Herald (23 September 1993) D1,
citing Curragh Inc ., Peoples Jewellers Ltd ., Westar Mining and subsidiaries of PWACorp.
Wage liabilities were reported as the cause ofthe resignations in the last two instances .

21 Supra footnote 2 at 75-7 .
3° This may have its modern origins in Bohemier v. Storwal Int. Inc. (1982), 142

D.L.R. (3d) 8 (Ont . H.C .J .) ; principle affirmed butdecision varied onothergrounds (1983),
44 O.R. (2d) 361(C.A.) ; leaveto appeal toS.C.C . refused 3 C.C.E.L. 79n . The "Bohemier
doctrine" is criticized in I . Christie, G . England and W. B . Cotter, Employment Law in
Canada 2ded . (Toronto:Butterworths,1993) at611-15 . Thejudicial decisions confronting
the issue remain split on the question .

31 R.S.Q., c. C-38, s . 96.
32 Supra footnote 2 at 69 .
33 Supra footnote 2 at 384 . See, Thomicroft's footnote 18: " . . .given that Parliament

has seen fit, as a matterofpublic policy, to legislate as it has, the courts must respect and
enforce that public policy choice . . ." .
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perspectives on public policy usually arise from different starting points and
expectations . The Supreme Court ofCanada started with a narrow conception
which favoured circumscribing director liability and found the legislative
languageto facilitate that. Thornicroft started with a broaderconception which
favours employee recourse and found arguments in the legislation to facilitate
that . Thornicroft amply, if ironically, articulates the risk of presuming the
correctness in one's own policy preferences:34

However, the relative merit of the Supreme Court of Canada's judgment should not
reset on one's view concerning the normative question of which party should have
prevailed as amatter ofpublic policy. Thepolicy question should be left, in my view,
to Parliament and thevarious provincial legislatures . The court's function shouldbe
to implement the public policy choice as expressed by Parliament or a legislature in
a particular statutory provision .

One cannot credibly divine legislative intent better than another. Can
indeed Parliament be even creditedhaving anintentionon such aquestion? This
Court interpreted the policy of the statutory provision differently than another
mighthavedone . To say thatthe SupremeCourtofCanada "ignored" thepublic
policy intention of Parliament "under the guise of respecting Parliament's
will"" is unfair to a Court that chooses not to itself legislate in the manner the
commentator would like .

34 ibid. at 382.
11 Supra footnote 3 at 384, footnote 18 .
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CONFLICT OF LAWS - ENFORCEMENT OF EXTRA PROVINCIAL
JUDGMENTS AND IN PERSONAM JURISDICTION OF CANADIAN
COURTS: Hunt v . T &Nplc

Introduction

Catherine Walsh*

In De Savoye v. Morguard Investments,' the Supreme Court radically
changed the common law rules governing the interprovincial recognition of in
personam moneyjudgments . Under the old approach, ajudgment rendered by
a court in a sister province would be refused recognition unless the defendant
was present in the judgment forum when served with process or voluntarily
submitted to the jurisdiction of the court . Under the new rules, a default
judgment rendered against an out-of-province defendant will be recognized by
the courts in other provinces provided there existed a "real and substantial
connection" between the underlying cause of action and the judgment forum.

That reform was long overdue cannot be debated. In requiring that the
defendant have been present in the judgment forum at the time of service of
process, thetraditional rules forcedtheplaintiff tobringactionin what was often
an inconvenient and inappropriate forum . This was most dramatically
demonstrated in cases like Morguarditself, where a wholly domestic cause of
action was converted into a conflicts case by the defendant's ex post facto
departure to another province before action was commenced.'

On the whole, the Morguardsolutionhas been well received . Plaintiffs are
given a choice offora in which to sue in cases where the cause of action is
substantially localizedin oneplace andthe defendantin another . Yetdefendants
are protected from having to defend their conduct in a forum to which neither
they nor the subject matter of the action are connected .

However, the full implications ofMorguardare far from settled. Nor is this
likely to happen soonjudging by the flood of commentary that the decision has

x Catherine Walsh, ofthe Faculty of Law, University ofNew Brunswick, Fredericton .
' [199013 S.C.R . 1077,76 D.L.R . (4th) 256 .
' At issue inMorguardwas the recognition tobegivenby the British Columbiacourts

to default judgments rendered in Alberta against a British Columbia defendant in its
capacity as guarantor under several mortgages . The judgments were for the deficiencies
left owing on themortgage loans at the conclusion of foreclosure proceedings in Alberta.
The mortgaged lands were located inAlberta and, at thetimethe mortgages were executed,
all of the parties were resident there . However, the defendant had moved to British
Columbia beforethe Alberta proceedings were commenced and had been served there by
registered mail .
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alreadygenerated.' Huntv. T& Nplc,4 decidedbythe Courtin November 1993,
does, however, resolve one of the more significant ofthe questions left openin
Morguard - the constitutional status of the obligation of Canadian courts to
recognizejudgments rendered by courts in a sister province. Moreover, Hunt
is only the secondin what promises to be a definitive trilogy ofcases in this area .
In February 1994, the Court heard oral argument in the combined appeals in
Tolofson v. Jensen' andLucas v . Gagnon . 6 These cases, on appeal from British
Columbia andOntariorespectively, concernwhatis perhaps themostintractable
problem in private international law - choice of law in tort .

The Court's decision inHunt - and its pending decisionin the Tolofson and
Gagnon appeals - will undoubtedly engage the intellects, and indeed the
passions, of courts and commentators to an even more dramatic extent than
Morguard has done . This comment analyses the impact of Hunt on Canadian
law in relation to both the in personam jurisdiction of Canadian courts and the
recognition of extraprovincial judgments . As we shall see, the most pressing
question left to be elaborated is whether the Court should adopt a narrow or a
broad approach to the permissible scope of jurisdiction of Canadian courts, a
question with significant implications for the future evolution of Canadian
conflict of laws generally, and one that will almost certainly determine the
Court's reasoning, if not the result, on the choice of law issues presently
confronting it in Gagnon and Tolofson .

1 .

	

"Constitionalization" ofthe Full Faith and Credit Doctrine

In Morguard, Justice La Forest concluded that the courts in common law
Canada had made a "serious error" from the outset in simply transplanting the
traditionalEnglish recognitionrules, developed inthe contextofa unitary state,

' Most recently, see the following collection of papers from the 22nd Annual
Workshop on Commercial and ConsumerLaw published in (1993) 22 Can. Bus . L . J . : V.
Black, "The Other Side of Morguard : New Limits on Judicial Jurisdiction" at 4 ; E.
Edinger, "Morguard v. De Savoye : Subsequent Developments" at 29 ; P. Finkle and C .
Labrecque,"LowCostLegalRemediesandMarketEfficiency : LookingBeyondMorguard"
at58 ; J. Swan, "The Uniform CanadianEnforcement ofJudgmentsAct"at87 ;J . A . Woods,
"Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Between Provinces : The
Constitutional Dimensions ofMorguard Investments Ltd." at 104 . For earlier comments,
see: J.-G. Castel, "Recognition and Enforcement of a Sister Province Default Money
Judgment : Jurisdiction Based on Realand Substantial Connection" (1991) 7 B.F.L.R.111 ;
P. Finkle and S . Coakeley, "MorguardInvestments Limited: Reforming Federalismfrom
the Top" (1991) 14 Dal. L .J . 340 ; V. Black and J . Swan, "New Rules forthe Enforcement
ofForeign Judgments : Morguard Investments Ltd. v. De Savoye" (1991) 12 Advocates'
Q . 489 ; J . Blom, "Conflict of Laws - Enforcement ofExtraprovincial Default Judgments
- Real and Substantial Connection: Morguard Investments Ltd. v. De Savoye" (1991) 70
Can. Bar Rev. 733 ; f!. P. Glenn, "Foreign Judgments, the Common Law and the
Constitution: De Savoye v . Morguard Investments Ltd. " (1992) 37 McGill L.J. 537 .

4 [1993] 4 S.C.R. 289 . See also the Court's recent decision, more discursive than
revolutionary, inAmchemProducts v.B.C. (W.CB.)[1993] 1 S.C.R . 897,102D.L.R. (4th)
96 concerning the doctrines offorum non conveniens and lis alibi pendens .

s (1992), 89 D.L.R . (4th) 129 (B.C.C.A .) .
6 (1992), 59 O.A.C . 174.
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to Canadian federal soil .' In his view, the "obvious intention ofthe [Canadian]
Constitution to create a single country"' required the courts in each province to
give "full faith and credit" to the judgments ofcourts in sisterprovinces so long
as they had exercised appropriately restrained jurisdiction. The phrase "full
faith and credit" is derived from the United States Constitution which imposes
an express obligation onAmerican state courts to give full faith and credit to the
judgments and laws ofsister states .9 Although there is no equivalent rule inthe
Constitution Act, 1867, La Forest J . regarded the obligation as inherent in the
very nature of Canadian federalism.

Morguardhad been argued, however, solely in terms ofthe need for reform
of the common law, not as a constitutional case . Thus considerable doubt
remained on whether the full faith and credit doctrine constituted a rule of
Canadian constitutional law (mandated by federalism) or a common law
conflicts rule (merely informed by federalism) . If the latter, it applied only in
common law Canadaand then only in the absence ofamore restrictive statutory
regime . But if it was a constitutional rule, it bound courts everywhere and
neither the provincial legislatures nor Parliament could legislate to restrict its
operation .

The constitutional status of full faith and credit has now been squarely
confronted - and confirmed - by the Court . Hunt v . T & Nplc'° arose out of an
application by the plaintiffs in a British Columbia tort action for an order
compelling the Quebec corporate defendants to comply with a demand for
discovery ofdocuments . In refusing to comply, the defendants hadrelied on the
Quebec Business Concerns Record Act," which prohibits the removal from
Quebec ofthe records of Quebec business concerns pursuant to extraprovincial
judicial order . The plaintiffs challenged the defendants' right to rely on the
Quebec statute, arguing inter alia that it was ultra vires the Quebec National
Assembly .

The British Columbiacourts declined to rule on whetherthe Quebec statute
was ultra vires, believing themselves to be withoutjurisdiction to determine the
constitutionalityofthe legislation ofa sisterprovince . They therefore proceeded
on the assumption that the Act was valid and upheld its applicability in the

' Supra footnote 1 at 270 (D.L.R .). To say that the Canadian courts made a "serious
error" in this regard may be an overstatement . In fact, exceptions to the principle that
internal and international conflicts should be treated identically have generally resulted
from deliberate constitutional innovation or international convention rather than the
evolution of judge-made law : see O . Kahn-Freund, General Principles of Private
International Law (The Netherlands : A.W. Sijthoff Publishing, 1976), especially at 174,
where he states that the identical treatment of internal and international conflicts "is and
remains one ofthefundamental principles ofprivate international law" andthat "in relation
to therecognition ofjudgments as inrelation tojurisdiction, special legislation was needed
everywhere to set aside that principle" .

8 Ibid. at 271 (D.L.R.) .
9 U.S . Coast . art. IV, s . 1 .
'° Supra footnote 4.
" RSQ, c . D12.
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British Columbia proceedings on the basis ofinterprovincial "comity".12 In the
view of the Court of Appeal, comity compelled deference to an enactment of
a sister province except where that enactment was designed, in pith and
substance, to intrude into the exclusive legislative field of British Columbia .
Applying the approach endorsedin Re Zipper Churchill WaterRightsReversion
Act," the Court concluded that the Quebec Actdid not fall into that category .
Rather, it had been enacted in pursuit of Quebec's legitimate public policy
concerns andany"incidental or consequential effect in British Columbia" did
not render it ultra vires Quebec . 14

Speaking foraunanimousSupreme Court, Justice La Forestoverturnedthe
British Columbia courts on boththe preliminaryandthe principal issues . In his
view, the Canadian superior courts hadjurisdiction to independently determine
the constitutionality of sister province laws, given their inherent power over
both federal and provincial laws, andgiven the Supreme Court's supervisory
jurisdiction, as the ultimate and general court of appeal for Canada, to mediate
inthe event ofconflicting rulings in differentprovinces. Thiswasnot to say that
a court could pronounce gratuitously on the validity of anotherprovince's laws .
Exercise ofthis power shouldberestricted to cases where "there is arealinterest
affected in their province - that is to say, where the issue relates to the
constitutionality of legislation of aprovince that has extraprovincial effects in
the province whose courts are called upon to answer the issue" ."

Turning to the principal question ofthe constitutionality of the QuebecAct,
La Forest J. concluded that there were notonebut two aspects to that question.
Firstly, as the British Columbia Court of Appeal had recognized, the Act was
open to scrutiny on traditional extraterritoriality grounds." But because the
specific extraterritoriality issue concerned "the extraterritorial application of
judicial pronouncements in another province", the case also raised the issue of
"whether the doctrine propounded in Morguard is of a constitutional character
and whether that doctrine applies in the circumstances" . 17

®n the general extraterritoriality question, La Forest J. had "considerable
reservations"" about whether the Quebec Act could be justified as a valid
exercise ofprovincial powerunder anyof sections 92(14),19 92(16)2° andeven

12 TheMorguard decision came down in the interim between the trial and appeal
decisions in Hunt. In the view of the British Columbia Court of Appeal, the vision of
interprovincial comity expressed by the Supreme Court in that case compelled the
"recognitionof, anddeference to the validly enacted legislation ofa province by the courts
of another province": Hunt v. T& Nplc (1991), 81 D.L.R . (4th) 763 (B.C.C.A .) at 767.

13 [198411 S .C.R . 297, 8 D.L.R. (4th) 1 .
14 Supra footnote 12 .
11 Supra footnote 4 at 315 .
16 Ibid. at 319.
17 Ibid. at 319-20.
11 Ibid. at 320.
11 Administration ofjustice in the province.
20 Matters of a;merely local or private nature in the province .
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92(13) .2' In the end, however, he did not vigorously pursue this aspect of the
case . Rather, it was theMorguard doctrine that dominated his constitutional
analysis and which ultimately proved determinative.

La Forest J. began his analysis by reiterating the features of Canadian
federalism that he had identified in Morguard as requiring a recognition
regime thatwouldensurethe interprovincial mobility ofCanadianjudgments.22
Morguard, he acknowledged, had not been argued in constitutional terms and
it had been sufficient in that case to simply "infuse" the constitutional
considerations into the Court's analysis ofthe common law.221 ButHunt "very
clearly" raised the constitutional issue and it was therefore possible and
necessary to confirm the status of these constitutional considerations as
"constitutional imperatives" .24 Canadian courts, he concluded, were
constitutionally obligated to give "full faith and credit" to thejudgments of the
courts of sister provinces and that obligation was beyond the power of the
provincial legislatures to override .'-5

In Justice La Forest's view, the full faith and credit doctrine limited
provincial legislative power not merely over the recognition of judgments
rendered in otherprovinces but also overanylaws that mightimpede the course
oflitigation in other provinces. TheQuebecActin issuein Hunt wassuch a law.
While the Act was not aimed directly at invalidating the end product of the
British Columbia actions, itdid attemptto limit the adjudicatory authority ofthe
British Columbia courts by purporting to exclude relevant documents from the
reach of the British Columbia discovery process. Legislation that attempted
such a "preemptive strike"'-1 at the adjudicatory power of a sister province was
equally invalid underMorguard. Consequently, he held that the Quebec Act
was constitutionally inapplicable to the British Columbia proceedings and to
civil proceedings in other provinces generally."

2.

	

TheImpact ofHunt on Existing Provincial Legislation

Constitutionalization oftheMorguarddoctrinedoes notprecludeaprovince
from enacting legislation to regulate the "modalities" for recognition and
enforcement of sister province judgments.21 However, such laws must, after
Hunt, respect the "minimum standards of order and fairness" expressed in

2' Property and civil rights in the province.
22 Supra footnote 4 at 322: "(1) common citizenship, (2) interprovincial mobility of

citizens, (3) the common market created by the union as reflected in ss . 91(2), 91(10), 121
and the peace, order and good government clause, and (4) the essentially unitary structure
of our judicial system with the Supreme Court of Canada at its apex".

23 Ibid. at 324.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid. at 327.
27 Ibid. at 331.
28 Ibid. at 324.
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Morguard.29 Moreover, Hunt confirms the existence of concurrent federal
legislative power - apower only hinted at in Morguard - to enact a national
regime to regulate the recognition and enforcement of judgments among the
provinces and territories s° Conflicting provincial legislation would therefore
also be subject to challenge, under paramountcy, in the event of the future
exercise by Parliament of its newly-discovered power.

Aconstitutionally-mandated full faith and creditdoctrineputsinto question
thevalidity ofthe Uniform ReciprocalEnforcementofJudgments Acts" in force
throughout common law Canada. TheseActs supply a summary registration
procedure for the enforcement ofjudgmentsrendered by courts injurisdictions
declared by the LieutenantGovernor in Council in the enacting province or
territory to bereciprocatingjurisdictions for the purposes oftheAct. Reciprocal
enforcement by way of registration is limited, however, to cases where the
foreign courthadjurisdiction on thetraditionalgroundsofpresence or submission .
Acourtcannotmake an order forregistration ifthejudgment debtorwasneither
ordinarily resident nor carrying on business in the foreignjurisdiction when the
action wascommencedand did not voluntarily submit to the jurisdiction of the
foreign court. In light of these restrictions, the Ontario Court of Appeal has
concluded that a foreign judgment cannot be enforced by way'of registration,
even where the "foreign" judgment was rendered in a sister province, if the
jurisdictionofthe foreigncourtisfounded ontheMorguard"real and substantial
connection" criterion." In the wake of Hunt, we can expect a constitutional
challenge to this position onthe theory that provincial legislation relating to the
enforcement of sister province judgments, even when it relates only to the
machinery for enforcement, must respect the requirements of full faith and
credit .

For Saskatchewan and New Brunswick courts, Hunt is particularly
significant. Inthe othercommon law provinces, judgment creditors, evenprior
to Hunt, could always avoid the restrictive recognition criteria set out in the
reciprocal enforcement acts by pursuing enforcement through a common law
action on the judgment in which the Morguard test could be applied." But
Saskatchewan and New Brunswick enacted both the uniform Reciprocal
Enforcement of Judgments Act and the uniform Foreign Judgments Act.34

29- Ibid.
30 Ibid. at 326.
3 ' R.S.A. 1980, c. r-6;R.S.M. 1987, c. J-20 ; R.S.N.B.1973, c. R-3; R.S . Nfld. 1990, c. R-4;

R.S.O . 1990, c. R-5; R.S .P .E.I .1989, c. R-6; R.S .S . 1978, c. R-3 andtheJudgmentExtension
Act, R.S .S . 1978,c. J-3 ; CounOrderEnforcementAct, R.S.B .C.1979, c. 75, ss. 30-41;R.S.Y.
1986, c.146 ;R.S.N.W.T.1988, c. R-1. The UniformReciprocal EnforcementofJudgments
Act was first approved in 1924 by the Conference of Commissioners on the Uniformity of
Legislationin Canada(as itthenwas).TheActwas subsequentlyrevised andapproved in1958
(1958 Proceedings, 90) and further amended in 1962 (1962 Proceedings, 108).

32 Acme Video v. Hedges (1993), 12 O.R. (3d) 160 (C.A .) .
33 Ibid.
30. R.S.S . 1978, c. F-18 ; R.S .N.B . 1973, c. F-19. Both Acts are based on the Uniform

Foreign Judgments Act, revised and approved by the Conference of Commissioners on
Uniformity of Legislation in Canada in 1933 (1933 Proceedings, 35).
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Unlike the former, the latter does not address the enforcement process at all .
Instead, it purports to codify the substantive common law governing the
recognition of all extraprovincial judgments in personam, regardless of the
method of enforcement . The Saskatchewan Commissioners who drafted the
"code" did not attempt a fundamental reform. Rather, they simply reiteratedthe
main thrust of the then existing common law rules, including the rule that a
foreign court has jurisdiction for recognition purposes "only" where the
defendant was present (either ordinarily resident or carrying on business) in the
foreign jurisdictionwhen served with process or submittedto thejurisdiction of
the foreign court." In light of this wording, the Courts of Appeal in both
Saskatchewan and New Brunswick have ruled that the expanded Morguard
recognition rules do not apply even to sister province judgments . 36 However,
they reached that conclusion purely as a matter of statutory interpretation . The
cases were not argued on constitutional grounds and, in the wake of Hunt, one
can safely assume that the statutory restrictions cannotstand in their application
to sister province judgments .

Hunt is apt to excite the greatest controversy in Quebec where the rules
governing the recognition and enforcement of foreign decisions and the
jurisdiction of foreign authorities are and always have been statutorily based in
the Civil Code." Admittedly, the fact that the European Community has
adopted auniform reciprocaljurisdictional andjudgment enforcementregime"
demonstrates that full faith and credit is not incompatible with strong residual
sovereignty and that the distinctive nature of the civil law and common law
traditions do not make this kind of cooperation impossible. Nonetheless, in
today's constitutional climate, there are obvious sociopolitical repercussions to
any impingement on the authority ofthe Code in an areatraditionally seen to lie

35 Professor Horace Read apparently protested the use ofthe word "only" in the Act
to the Conference on the ground that "it is always a mistake to introduce premature rigidity
into the law, however philanthropic the immediate motive may be'" : G.D . Kennedy,
"Recognition ofJudgments inPersonam: TheMeaning ofReciprocity" (1957) 35 Can . Bar
Rev . 123, seealsoG.D. Kennedy, "'Reciprocity' inthe Recognition ofForeign Judgments"
(1954)32 Can BarRev . 358 . However, theword was retainedonthetheory thatthepurpose
of the Act - to achieve uniformity - would be undermined if the courts were left free to
develop supplementary recognition rules . Professor Read's views eventually won out . In
1964, the Conference revised the Act to delete the word "only" and to add a new section
9 stating that theAct was not intended to prevent the recognition of foreign judgments in
circumstances not covered by it (1964 Proceedings, 107) . However, New Brunswick and
Saskatchewan had already adopted the 1933 version of the Act and did not amend it to
conform to the 1964 revision .

36 Cardinal Couriers Ltd. v. Noyes (1993), 109 Sask . R. 108 (C.A .), Bower v . Sims
(1993), 138 N.B.R . (2d) 302 (C.A.) .

3' See now C.C.Q . 1991, c . 64, arts . 3155-3168 . While the general reaction of
Morguard commentators to the possible constitutionalization of full faith and credit has
been lukewarm at best, it is no coincidence that the most comprehensive challenge to that
possibility was advanced by a Quebec commentator : J. A . Woods, supra footnote 3 .

38 For a general introduction, see North and Fawcett, Cheshire andNorth's Private
International Law, 12th ed . (London : Butterworths, 1992), Ch . 14, 16 .
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within Quebec's exclusive control over the administration of justice in the
province.

In fact, the Civil CodeofQuebec39 takes a generally balancedandrelatively
liberal view ofthe jurisdiction offoreign authorities and is likely, in general, to
withstand constitutional scrutiny under Morguard . 40 In one very specific
respect, however, the Quebec rules almost certainly do not satisfy theprinciples
of"order and fairness" demandedby Morguard. In "matters ofcivil liabilityfor
damage suffered in or outside Quebec as a resultofexposure to ortheuse ofraw
materials originating inQuebec", the Codepurportsto vestexclusive jurisdiction
in the Quebec courts,41 to make the application ofQuebec law mandatory42 and
to refuse recognition to the jurisdiction offoreign courts .41 Enacted in reaction
tothe massive tortlitigationinvolvingmanufacturers of asbestos, thepossibility
has already been floated that these provisions may be open to constitutional
challenge on extraterritoriality grounds.' Where the foreign judgment forum
is a sister province, the Morguard full faith and credit doctrine is now also
engaged and it is frankly impossible to see how either the Quebec provisions,
or similar legislation enacted in British Columbia,' can survive constitutional
challenge onthatbasis, assuming thejurisdictionalcriteriarequiredbyMorguard
are satisfied . 46

3 .

	

Implicationsfor the Recognition ofForeign Country Judgments

Strictly speaking, Morguard was concerned only with the recognition and
enforcement ofthe judgments of sisterprovinces. But the general thrust ofMr.
J . La Forest's reasoning supported a similar liberalization of the traditional
recognition rules in relation to foreign countryjudgments. In his view, the old

3e Supra footnote 37 .
4° Although Ireturntothisquestion againlater, it shouldbe emphasized thata detailed

account ofthe new Code rules on thejurisdiction ofQuebec courts and the recognition of
foreignjudgments is beyond the scope ofthis comment, notto mentiontheexpertise ofthis
commentator. Sufficeto noteherethatthejurisdictional rules for inpersonam proceedings
found in C.C.Q . art 3148 take a generally rational approach to the scope ofauthority ofthe
Quebec courts and that C.C.Q . art . 3164 then imposes a mirror image standard for the
jurisdictionofforeign courts, subject to theoverriding testthat thedispute be "substantially
connected" with the foreign judgment forum.

41 Art . 3151 .
4s Art . 3129 .
43 Art . 3165(1) .
44 H. Patrick Glenn, "Laguerre de l'amiante" (1991) Rev . crit. dr. internat . priv é 80.

Professor Glenn advanced a more detailed version of the extraterritoriality argument at a
round-table discussion of the Hunt decision at the annual meeting of the Canadian
Association of Law Teachers, Private International Law Section, Calgary, June 1994.

4s The Court Order EnforcementAct, R.S.B.C. 1979, c . 75, as amended by S.B.C .
1984, c . 26, s . 8, precludes recognition and enforcement of aforeign judgment arising out
of exposure to or the use of asbestos mined in British Columbia and prohibits the
commencement or continuance of any such action in the British Columbia courts .

46 See further Elizabeth Edinger, supra footnote 3 at 51-2 .
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common law recognition rules were as incompatible today with international
comity as they had been historically with Canadian federalism.

In the wake ofMorguard, the courts in common law Canada have generally
not hesitated to apply the real and substantial connection test sanctioned in that
case to foreign country defaultjudgments ." Hunt does nothing to reverse this
trend . On the contrary, La Forest J. reiteratedhis critique ofthe old commonlaw
rules as "rooted inanoutmodedconcept ofthe worldthat emphasized sovereignty
and independence, often at the cost ofunfairness" and reemphasized the need
for "greatercomity . . .inour modernera where international transactions involve
a constant flow of products, wealth and people across the globe" ."

This does not mean that the recognition regimes for foreign country and
sister province judgments are identical . As La Forest J. emphasized in both
Morguard and Hunt, any concerns about the differential quality of justice
among provinces are a priori tempered by the essentially unitary character of
the Canadian judicial system and by a commonality of natural justice and due
process standards . In relation to the recognition of foreign countryjudgments,
however, there is no basis for assuming a similar commonality of substantive
and procedural legal norms . This difference means that more flexibility and
discretionis needed in therecognition rules governingforeigncountryjudgments,

47 Most recently, see Moses v. Shore Boat Builders Ltd. (1993), 35 B.C.A.C . 146
(application forleave to appeal tothe Supreme Court dismissedMarch 1994) ;Arrowmaster
Inc. v . Unique Forming Ltd. (1993), 17 O.R . (3d) 407 (Gen. Div.) ;Allen v . Lynch (1993),
111 Nfld . & P.E .I .R. 43 (P.E .I . T.D.) . Morguard (and Hunt) have also influenced the
interpretation ofQuebec law inthis context : BarnettBankofSouthFlorida, N.A. v . Fellen,
[1994] Q.J . No . 305 (QL, Que . C.A ., April 20, 1994). In only one casehas a courtrefused
to accept that the expanded Morguard recognition rules apply to a foreign country
judgment. Dodd v . GambinAssociates (1994),17O.R . (3d) 803 (Ont.-Gen.-Div .)involved
an application by an English plaintiff for registration of default judgment obtained in
England against an Ontario defendant under the Ontario version of the Reciprocal
Enforcement ofJudgments(U.K.)ActR.S.O.1990,c.R-6 . Unlikethe Uniform Reciprocal
Enforcement of Judgments Acts, supra footnote 31, these latter Acts do not preclude
registration of a foreign default judgment on the basis of the Morguard test : Fabrelle
Wallcoverings & Textiles Ltd. v. North American Decorative Products Inc. (1992), 6
C.P.C . (3d) 170 (Ont. Gen . Div .) . However, the English proceedings in issue inDoddhad
been commenced before Morguard was decided and the defendant had been advised by
counsel not to defend the action because it would not be recognized in Ontario, sound
advice under the then-prevailing state of the law . In view of the defendant's detrimental
reliance on the old rules, the court refused to issue an order for registration of the English
judgment,observingsimplythat itwas "too soonto say" thattheextension oftheMorguard
testto foreign countryjudgments, through supported byobiter dictumin Morguard, isnow
the lawofCanada . CompareMoses v . Shore BoatBuildersLtd., supra this footnote, where
the defendant's detrimental reliance on the old law was held not to preclude recognitionof
an Alaska defaultjudgment pursuant to Morguard. In this context, the fairest and most
efficient solution tothe potential unfairness generated by the retroactive application given
to common law judicial decisions might be to allow the judgment debtor to raise any
defence to the merits that would have been available in the original action as an exception
to the general rule that a foreign judgment is conclusive on the merits in enforcement
proceedings . Contra : 87313 CanadaInc . v . Neeshat Oriental Carpet, [1992] O.J. No. 1907
(QL) .

48 Supra footnote 4 at 321-22 .
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giving rise to a potentially greater scope ofplay for defences based on natural
justice and public policy concerns49

Hunt confirms another distinction between the two contexts . In the
interprovincial arena, the recognition of sister province judgments is
constitutionally mandated whereas on the international plane, it is the quasi
obligatory doctrine of comity that informs recognition theory. At apractical
level, this differencemeans thatprovincial legislationregulatingthe recognition
of foreign country judgments is not open to scrutiny under theMorguard full
faith and credit doctrine.

However, other constitutional restraints mayexist onprovincial legislative
authority over the recognition of foreign country judgments. As La Forest J.
observed in Hunt, the Quebec statute impugned in that case was based on
identical legislation enacted by Ontario in response to the aggressively
extraterritorial anti-trust statutes of the United States .5° But the US Congress,
like the Canadian Parliament," is empowered to legislate with international
extraterritorial effect. Ontario and Quebec are not. Their sovereignty, even
within the exclusive spheres of power allocated to them, is limited to subject
matter "in the Province" and that territorial limitation applies regardless of
whethertheimpugned legislationhas extraprovincial effects in anotherprovince
or another country.52

Asnoted earlier, JusticeLaForest did notultimately determine whether the
Quebec statute impugned in Hunt was invalid on general extraterritorial
grounds. Having concluded that it was ultra vires in its application to a sister
province on the basis of the full faith and credit doctrine, it was unnecessary for
him to decide "whether it is wholly unconstitutional because, in pith and
substance, it relates to amatter outside the country" or to consider "whether the
statute could properly be 'read down' to permit its application to jurisdictions
outside the country",5s

11 See, for instance, ArrowmasterInc. v. Unique Forming Ltd. (1993), 17 O.R. (3d)
407 (Gen . Div.) where the court observed that although Morguard applies to foreign
country default judgments, there will be some that should not still not be enforced in
Ontario, "perhaps because the substantive law in the foreign country is so different from
Ontario's or perhaps because the legal process that generates the foreign order diverges
radically from Ontario's process" . See alsoBeals v. Saldanha, [1993] O.J . No. 3045 (QL)
where it was held that the plaintiff's failure to specify the sum claimed in aFlorida action
constituted a denial of natural justice so as to preclude recognition of a Florida default
judgment pursuant to Morguard. And see Stoddard v. Accurpress Manufacturing Ltd.
(1993), 39B.C.A.C . 9 wherethe British ColumbiaCourtofAppealextendedtimeto appeal
a decisionrecognizing an Americanjudgment on the issueofwhether aCanadiancourt, as
a matter of policy, should recognize a foreign country default judgment pursuant to
Morguard where the judgment awarded damages forpersonal injury in an amount many
times thatwhich aCanadian court wouldhave awarded in similarcircumstances. Compare
Clancy v. Beach [1994] B.C .J . No . 250 (QL, B.C.S.C., Feb. 11, 1994).

50 Supra footnote 4 at 304, 325.
5' Interprovincial Co-ops v. The Queen [1975] 1 S.C.R. 474,53 D.L.R . (3d) 321, 356.
52 Ibid.
53 Supra footnote 4 at 331 .
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Delineation of the territorial limits on extraprovincial authority in this
context will inevitably comeback before the Court. Apartfrom theQuebec (and
Ontario) BusinessRecords Actin issueinHunt, the attempts by the Quebec and
British Columbia legislatures to protect their residents against the reach of
foreign country judgments related to asbestos litigation54 may also be open to
scrutiny on the theory that a provincial legislature cannot legislate, on the basis
ofjurisdiction over thejudgmentdebtoronly, so as to extinguish the civil rights
ofnon-residents where those civil rights are affected by damage caused beyond
the borders of the province and outside the territorially limited regulatory
authority of the province .55

4.

	

TheIn Personam Jurisdiction of Canadian Courts

(a) Introduction

Aconstitutional full faith and credit obligationdoes notmeanthat Canadian
courtsmustautomatically recognize the judgments ofsisterprovinces regardless
ofthebasis on whichjurisdiction was assumed. Onthe contrary,bothMorguard
and Hunt emphasize that recognition is compelled only if the judgment was
renderedby a court exercising appropriately restrainedjurisdiction. What then
constitutes appropriately restrained jurisdiction?

(b)

	

General Jurisdiction Based on the Defendant's Presence in the Forum

In Morguard, Justice La Forest did not question the continued legitimacy
ofboth presence and consent-basedjurisdiction independently ofthe existence
ofa real and substantial subject matter nexus to thejudgment forum. The issue of
whether a court has exercised its jurisdiction appropriately "poses no difficulty",
he stated, "in the case ofjudgments inpersonam where the defendant was within
the jurisdiction at the time of the action or when he submitted to its jurisdiction
whether by agreement or attornment. In the first case, the court had jurisdiction
over the person, and in the second case by virtue of the agreement!",5s

In Hunt, La Forest J.'s position on the same point was expressed in more
equivocal terms. In determining the limits of jurisdictional authority, the
"connections relied on under the traditional rules", he stated, "are a good place to
start . . . though some ofthese may require reconsideration in light ofMorguard" s'

54 Supra footnotes 41-43, 45 .
55 Suprafootnote 44andinfrafootnote 102. AndseeA.-G. Ont. v.Scot t(1956) S.C.R .

137,1 D.L.R. (2d) 433 at 436. The NewBrunswick and Saskatchewan Foreign Judgment
Acts, supra footnote 34, also purport to limit the recognition to be accorded to foreign
countryjudgments to cases that satisfy thetraditional pre-Morguardcommon law criteria .
Are these statutes also open to challenge on extraterritorial grounds in cases where the
restrictions theyimpose onthe recognition offoreignjudgments serve only to protect local
residents against liability under a cause of action otherwise outside the province's
regulatory authority?

Ss Supra footnote 1 at 274 (D.L.R .) .
57 Supra footnote 4 at 325.
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In principle, there should always exist at least one forum where the
defendant can be haled into court regardless of the subject matter ofthe action.
The place where the defendant makes his or her legal home is the obvious
choice . The defendant can scarcely complain about being asked to defend
conduct on home turf and the voluntary establishment of residence in a
jurisdiction presumably implies a correlative responsibility to respect state
authority . It is true that where the subject matter is localized in another
jurisdiction, the defendant's home forummaynot be the most appropriate place
for litigation from the point of view of either choice of law or relative
convenience. But the plaintiff has control over the venue. If another more
convenient forum exists with a stronger subject matter connection that makes
litigation there more appropriate, the plaintiff presumably will initiate action in
that forum. If the plaintiff nonetheless brings suit in an implausible forum for
no legitimatejuridicalreason, the defendant can always fallbackonthe doctrine
offorum non conveniens to have the action stayed .

	

'
Most legal systems in fact recognize some species of presence-based

jurisdiction, independently of any subject-matter nexus. However, the quality
of the presence necessary to found jurisdiction varies between civil law and
common law traditions . In general, the civil law demands a durable presence .
Thus, it is thedefendant's domicileinthejudgment forumthatmatters under the
Civil Code ofQuebec for the purposes of determining both the "international
jurisdictionofQuebec authorities"" andthe "jurisdictionofforeignauthorities"s 9

inpersonal actions ofa patrimonialnature . In the caseofanindividual, domicile
is equated with ordinary residence rather than with the more rigid commonlaw
notion of that concept." In the case ofa corporation, domicile is located in the
place where the corporation has its, head office ."

The common law, on the other hand, has traditionally equated presence-
based jurisdiction with physical presence, whether permanent or transient.62
Thus service of process on a defendant within the territorial boundaries of the
court's authority vests jurisdiction, however fleeting or casual the defendant's
presence might have been .63 A similar philosophy is applied to corporate

ss C.C.Q . art . 3134 .
11 C.C.Q . art . 3168(1)
61 The domicile of a person is the "place of his principal establishment" : C.C.Q . art.

75 . An individual's principal establishment is determined by actual residence in a place
combined with the intention of making that place "the seat ofhis principal establishment" :
C.C.Q. art . 76 . Residence in this context means "ordinary residence" and ifa person has
more than one residence, "his principal residence is considered in determiningdomicile" :
C.C.Q. art . 77 .

6' Thedomicileofa"legal person" is attheplaceandaddress of its headoffice: C.C.Q.
art. 307 .

62 J.-G. Castel, Canadian Conflict of Laws, 3d ed . (Toronto and Vancouver:
Butterworths, 1994) at 191, para. 119 .

63 In practice, however, wherejurisdiction is based solely on physical presence, the
courts usually apply the doctrine offorum non conveniens to stay the action in favour of
the natural forum: Logan v. BankofScotland [1906] 1 K.B . 141 C.A. (action againstBank
of Scotland served at its branch in England stayed because the action was essentially a
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defendants . Service on a branch office vests jurisdiction in the court even
though the cause of action is entirely unrelated to the activities of the corporate
defendant at thatbranch office and even though thejurisdiction where the cause
of action is centred would clearly be the more appropriate forum for the
litigation.64

The difference betweenthe two approaches is based more on historical than
contemporary philosophical difference. In the civil law tradition, substantive
jurisdictional law and the procedural rules governing service of process are
stated independently ofeach other and both are statutorily based . As a result,
each has evolved according to its own function . But jurisdictional law in the
common law system was wholly judge-made in origin and the nineteenth
century English courts conceived the function ofjurisdictional rules to be the
establishment and mediation of mutually exclusive spheres of power among
legal institutions and actors .65 A rule that equated service of process with
jurisdiction in personam achieved that goal because it ensured that only one
jurisdiction at any given time - the place where the defendant could physically
be found and served with process - possessed adjudicatory authority in in
personam actions . Thus, substantive jurisdictional law came to be equated with
theproceduralrules for service ofprocess, an unnatural unionthatthe enactment
of the English Common Law Procedure Act 185266 only served to entrench . In
fact, the object ofthatAct was to expand thejurisdictional bases available to the
English courts in in personam proceedings . However, the mechanism chosen

Scottishaction andshould be prosecuted before acourtin Scotland) ; Egbertv . Short [1907]
2 Ch . 205 (English action against a defendant served in England while temporarily there
was stayed because the cause ofaction arosein India and was subject to Indian law) . More
recently, in the Canadian context, see Garson Holdings Ltd. v . Norman Wade Co. (1991),
111 N.S.R. (2d) 32 (T.D.) . Because ofthe defacto limitations on jurisdiction imposed by
thedoctrine offorumnon conveniensin thedomesticcontext, it hasfrequently been argued
that to simply extrapolate domestic jurisdictional theory to the recognition context is to
effectively cede a much wider presence-basedjurisdiction to foreign courts than courts in
common law jurisdictions claim for themselves : see, for instance, A. Briggs, "Which
Foreign Judgments Should We Recognize Today?" (1987) 36 Int'l & Comp . L.Q. 240 .
However compelling the obvious logic of this argument, the English Court of Appeal
recently reaffirmed the proposition that casual presence vests jurisdiction even for the
purposes of foreign judgment recognition : Adams v . Cape Industries [1990] Ch . 433
(C.A.) .

664 Charron v . La Banque Provinciale du Canada [1936] O.W.N. 315 (Ont. S.C .) . But
see ibid.

6s A. R. Stein, "Styles of Argument and Interstate Federalism in the Law of Personal
Jurisdiction" (1987) 65 Texas L . Rev . 689 at 693-4 footnote 25 . The nineteenth century
Englishcommon lawjurisdictional tests forother types ofproceedings reveal a similar bias
against concurrentjurisdiction . In crime, the forum where the crime was committed and
onlythat forumhadjurisdiction to try andpunishtheoffender. In divorce, the forum where
the husbandwas domiciled andonly thatforumhadjurisdiction to entertain apetition. The
"ideal" of exclusive jurisdiction has been abandoned in both areas and todayjurisdiction
maybe exercised by anyforumwithareal and substantial connectionto the subject-matter .
In divorce, see Indyka v . Indyka [1966] 3 All E.R . 583 (H.L .); in crime, see Libman v . The
Queen [1985] 2 S.C.R . 178 .

66
(U.K.) 15 & 16 Vict. c. 76, ss- 18, 19 .
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was the grant of a power to serve defendants physically absent from England
ratherthan a restatement ofjurisdictionallaw, andderivativecommonlawlegal
systems, including those in Canada, have perpetuated that legislative tradition .

In observing in Hunt that some ofthe traditional jurisdictional rules might
require rethinking in light ofMorguard, 67 La Forest J. likely had in mind the
legitimacy oftransientpresence as a sufficientjurisdictional basis. It is difficult
to see how the transient presence rule can survive constitutional challenge
againstthe overridingMorguardjurisdictional standards of"order andfairness",
standards that La Forest J. tookpains to re-emphasize inHunt . Ajurisdictional
rule based on casual or transient presence does not comport with either value.
Order is undermined because the forum is entirely fortuitous . Fairness is
undermined because a defendant can be haled into court to defend conduct in
a forum that does not bear any connection either to the defendant or to the
conduct underlying the action.

It is true that the English Court of Appeal reaffirmed the validity of the
transient presence rule for jurisdiction as recently as 1990.6$ However, the
English courts have held that they lack authority to reform their common law
jurisdictional authority andthatany changecan onlycomethroughlegislation69
Given this perceived limitation, it is understandable that the Court felt obliged
to continue endorsing a strict, precedent-driven, approach to presence based
jurisdiction, expressly eschewing the relevance of "concepts ofjustice" to the
exercise. Canadiancourts cannotengageinsuchformalisticreasoning: Morguard
demands that all exercises ofjurisdictional powerconform to the standards of
both order and fairness .

More surprising, perhaps, is the recent reaffnmation by the United States
SupremeCourtoftransientpresencejurisdictionagainstconstitutionalchallenge'°
on dueprocess grounds. Four members of the Court reached that conclusion
purely onthe basisthat because the physicalpresencerule was firmly established
in theAmerican legaltradition, it ipsofacto satisfieddue process standards. The
other four rejected the idea that tradition alone could ever immunize a
jurisdictional rule from constitutional scrutiny under the due process clause .
Tradition was sufficient only if so well-entrenched as to give notice to a
defendant transiently present in thejurisdiction that he or she is thereby subject
to suit . Perhaps recognizing the circularity of this position - "the existence of
a continuing tradition is not enough, fairness must also be considered ; fairness
exists because there is a continuing tradition" - they attempted to bolster their
conclusion on the theory that without transient jurisdiction, an asymmetry
would arise: the transient could invoke the jurisdiction of the local courts as a
plaintiff without being subject to their process as a defendant . But this also
seems open to a circularity objection. After all, a plaintiff does not have open-

6' Supra footnote 57 .
es Adams v. Cape Industries p.Lc., supra footnote 63 .
69 The Siskina [1979] A.C . 210 (H.L.) .
71 Burnham v . Superior Ct. 495 U.S . 604 (1990) .
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ended access to the courts : access depends on whether the particular defendant
is subject to the jurisdiction of the court and that is the very question in issue .

Perhaps influencedbytheEnglish and American caselaw, aBritishColumbia
courtin arecentpost-Morguardcase seemed to takeit forgrantedthatthe casual
presence rule still survives in common law Canada. While recognizing that
"where a transient defendant is served in British Columbia, the connection
between the lis and the forum may be close to vanishing point", the Court felt
that "the rule that service in the territory founds jurisdiction is too long
established to be doubted, andit can, in any event bejustified on the groundthat
there must always be aforum where a defendant, withoutdoubt, canbe sued and
that is the place where he can be found"."

With respect, thepolicy ofensuring a universally available litigationforum
can be achieved equally well, and with greater fairness and rationality, by
adopting ordinary residence as therequiredlevel ofpresence.' In any event,the
casual presencerule is much less entrenched in the Canadian than the American
jurisprudence where the view that "the foundation ofjurisdiction is physical
power"'' exerted a powerful hold over the American legal mind, achieving
quasi-constitutionalstatus atonepoint. Whereas Englandexpandedits domestic
jurisdictional rules in the mid-nineteenth century with the enactment of the
Common Law Procedure Act 1852,74 presence remained the primary basis of
jurisdiction for both local and sister state jurisdiction in the United States for
almost another century . It was not until 1945, in International Shoe Co . v.
Washington'that theUnited States SupremeCourt finally expanded state court
jurisdiction to permit actions to be instituted against out of state defendants on
the basis of"minimum contacts" with the forum sufficientto satisfy "traditional
notions of fair play and substantial justice"76 In contrast, the caselaw in
common law Canada in support ofjurisdiction based on transient presence is
relatively more sparse" and considerably more tentative,'$ in part because the

" Extra-Sea Charters v. Formalog (1991), 55 B.C.L.R . (2d) 197 (S.C .), citing
Butkovsky v. Donahue (1984), 52 B.C.L.R . 278 (S.C.) .

72 Problems may arise in the rare case of a truly transient defendant with no fixed
address . But that problem can be resolved by a rule, like that found in the Civil Code of
Quebec, under which, in the absence of a residence, a person is deemed to be domiciled
where he or she lives and if that is unknown, at the last known domicile : C.C.Q . art . 78 .

73 McDonald v. Mabee, 243 U.S . 90 at 91 (1917),perHolmes, J. at 91 . For a critical
analysis ofthe power presence rule inthe Americanjurisprudence, see A. A. Ehrenzweig,
"The Transient RuleofPersonal Jurisdiction: The "Power"Myth andForum Conveniens"
(1956) 65 Yale L.J. 288 .

74 Supra footnote 66.
71 326 U.S . 310 (1945) .
76 Ibid. at 316 .
" Forbes v. Simmons (1914), 20 D.L.R . 100 (Alta. SC) ; and see supra footnote 71 .
"Re CarrickEstates LtdandYoung (1987), 43 D.L.R . (4th) 161(Sask. CA) . And see

Horace Read, Recognition and Enforcement ofForeign Judgments in the Common Law
Units ofthe British Commonwealth (Cambridge, Mass : Harvard University Press, 1938)
at 251ff.
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ReciprocalEnforcementofïudgmentsActslong ago rejected physical presence
as abasis forjurisdiction in favour ofthe more durable connections ofordinary
residence or carrying on business in the judgment forum 79

If physical presence without ordinary residence does not suffice for
jurisdiction, what about ordinary residence without physical presence? If
jurisdiction is to be based, as urged above, on the residence and not merely the
presence ofthe defendant in theforum, it should not matter wherethe defendant
happened to be served . In fact, as a general rule, the courts in common law
Canada have authority,underthe service exjurisrules, over residentdefendants
whoare served abroad while temporarily absent from theprovince . Moreover,
the samerule applies forthe purposes ofrecognizing thejurisdiction ofa foreign
court: ordinary residence without physical presence suffices both under the
Reciprocal Enforcement ofJudgments Acts"and at common law."

While there does not appear to be any Supreme Court of Canada authority
directly onthe point, the Courtrecently signalled its willingness to disregard the
distinction between service within and outside thejurisdiction for the purposes
of determining the discretionary limits on a court's adjudicatory powerunder
the doctrine offorum non conveniens. 82 A similar approach to jurisdiction
strictu senso would be welcome. The adoption of an ordinary residence
standard for general presence-based jurisdiction, independent of service of
process considerations, would allowjurisdictionallawincommonlaw andcivil
law Canada to be approached according to a similar, and theoretically more
defensible, conceptual structure, awelcome achievementin lightofthefact that
the jurisdictional rules of both systems are now clearly subject to a common
constitutional standard .

(c)

	

Specific Jurisdiction Based on a Subject Matter Connection to the Forum

In addition to general jurisdiction based on the defendant's residence/
presence in the forum atthe time action is commenced, mostlegal systems also
recognizejurisdiction based on the existence ofaconnectionbetween the forum
and the specific subject matter of the case at the time the cause of action arose.
Again, however, the strength of the required connection varies .

79 Ibid.
e° LandManagement Group ofNorthAmerica Inc. v. Wilson (1993),135 N.B.R . (2d)

129 (Q.B .).
$' Marshall v . Houghton [1923] 2W.W.R. 553 (Man . C.A.) .
82 In Amchem Productsv . B.C. (W.C.B.),suprafootnote 4JusticeSopinkathoughtthe

distinction should play no role in relation to the operation of the doctrine offorum non
conveniens: "It seems to me that whether it is a case for service outside thejurisdiction or
the defendant is served in the jurisdiction, the issue remains: is there a more appropriate
jurisdiction based on the relevant factors?" For a recent affirmation and analysis of this
aspect of Amchem, see the majority reasons for judgment delivered by Arbour, J.A. in
Frymer v. Brettschneider [1994] O.J. No . 1411 (QL, Ont. C.A ., June 30, 1994).
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The English Common Law Procedure Act 185253 essentially equated
subject-matter jurisdiction with choice of law. Service of process on a
defendantoutside the forum was limited to caseswhere the cause ofaction arose
in England or involved a contract made in England (and therefore governed by
English law under then existent choice of law theories). However, the
legislatures in common law Canada have gradually expanded the primafacie
statutory authority ofthe courts to the point where no connection, or the most
tenuous of connections, suffices to allow a plaintiff to at least commence an
action against a non-resident defendant . 84

In Quebec, the equation between choice oflaw and specific subject matter
jurisdiction persisted far longer than it did in common law Canada. The old
Code used the original EnglishCommon LawProcedureAct1852 formulation:
subjectmatterjurisdiction existed only ifthe cause of action arose in Quebec or
involved a contract made in Quebec . ss The new Code rules" are somewhat less
cautious that their predecessors . Although they still demand a fairly substantial
nexus to found jurisdiction for the purposes of both local and foreign court
jurisdiction, the old equation between subject-matter jurisdiction and choice of
law has been abandoned .

In anyevent,MorguardandHuntmake it clear that counselin both common
law Canada and Quebec can no longer rely, if ever they could, on their
provinces' statutory rules as an absolute indicator of what subject matter
connections are sufficient for jurisdiction .87

	

Legislative authority over
jurisdictional law, like any other subject-matter, is limited by the words "in the
province" that appear throughout section 92 of the Constitution Act, 1867.
Although the existence of territorial limits on long-arm jurisdiction had been
recognized prior to Morguard and Hunt, what those limits were had not been
articulated." InMorguard, La Forest J . suggested that the "real and substantial

ss Supra footnote 66 .
84 For examples ofthe various types of service exjuris rules in force in common law

Canada, see J-G Castel, Conflict ofLaws, Cases, Notes and Materials, 5th ed . (Toronto :
Butterworths,1984) at 5-7ff. For afull analysis, see J. Swan, "TheCanadian Constitution,
Federalism and the Conflict ofLaws" (1985) 63 Can . Bar Rev . 271 .

ss H . P. Glenn, "De la cause d'action et de la compétence internationale" (1982) 27
McGill L.J . 793 at 797 .

ee Articles 3148-3151, 3164, 3165, and 3168 and see supra footnote 40.
a' See, e.g ., Wilson v. Moyes (1993), 13 O.R . (3d) 302 (Gen . Div .) ; Mathias Colomb

BandofIndiansv. SaskatchewanPowerCorp . [1993] 6W.W.R.153 (Man. Q.B .) affd 111
D.L.R. (4th) 83 (Man. C.A .).

as Until Morguard, the courts in common law Canada tended to assume that a
province's legislative authority to vest its courts with adjudicatory power over foreign
defendants was unlimited : Paradis v. King and King (1956), 6 D.L.R . (2d) 277
(N.B.S.C.A.D .) ; McMulkin v. Trader's Bank ofCanada (1912),6 D.L.R . 184 (Div . Ct.) .
In taking this view, they were undoubtedly influenced by the English caselaw, failing to
appreciate that, unlike the provincial legislatures, the English Parliament is not subject to
a territorial limiton its legislative authority . As long as service exjuris required the prior
leave ofthe court, a de facto territorial limitation could still be imposed pursuant to the
court's discretionary powerto refuse leave : BostonLawBookv. Canada LawBook (1918),
43 O.L.R. 13 (S.C.) affd43 O.L.R. 233 ; BeaverLamb andShearling Co. v. SubInsurance
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connection" standard could serve both as an appropriate basis for foreign court
jurisdiction and asan appropriate expressionofthelimits on domesticjurisdiction
and in Hunt, he confirms the general thrust of that suggestion . 99

Whatconstitutes a sufficiently "real and substantial" connectionin concrete
cases, however, remains open. The post-Morguard lower court cases are
definitive on only one rather obvious point: ifthe only connection to the forum
is the plaintiff's residence, the court lacksjurisdiction regardless of whether or
notit isforum conveniens . 9° In Hunt, La Forest J . made a point of affirming that
thejurisdictional principle articulatedby the CourtinMoranv . Pyle91 exemplified
a sufficient connection to justify an assertion ofjurisdiction." Thus, we know
that a manufacturer who negligently produces defective goods in one province
maybe sued in any otherjurisdiction where the goods cause injuryprovided the
manufacturer knew that the goods were destined to enter the interjurisdictional
stream of commerce and might therefore cause injury in that province . 93
However, whether Moran v . Pyle goes to jurisdiction and choice of law or
jurisdiction alone has not yet been definitively determined94 and Hunt does not
resolve that issue .95 On the contrary, La Forest J . was disinclined to speculate

Office ofLondon, England [1951] 3 D.L.R. 470 (Ont. H. Ct.) ; Brennerv. American Metal
Co . (1920), 55 D.L.R. 702(Ont . S.C .) ; J.J. GibbonsLtd. v . BerlinerGramaphone Co . Ltd.
(1912), 8 D.L.R.471(Ont.S.C .) . Todaymostprovinces allow service exjuriswithoutprior
leave : J.-G . Castel, Canadian Conflict ofLaws, supra footnote 62 . However, àdefacto
territorial limitationcanstillbeinterjected pursuant to thediscretionto stay an actionunder
forum non conveniens. . The strengthoftheEnglish influence on the courts in common law
Canada, coupled with doubts concerning the availability of theforum non conveniens
doctrine in Quebec law priorto the enactment of the new Code, probably explains why it
was a Quebec Court that first clearly articulated and applied a constitutionally-based
territorial limit on adjudicatory authority over foreign defendants : Dupont v. Taronga
Holdings (1986), 49 D.L.R . (4th) 335 (Que. Sup . Ct) . Generally, see John Swan, "The
CanadianConstitution, Federalism andtheConflictofLaws" (1985) 63 Can.BarRev . 271 .

89 Supra footnote 1 at278 . Fora comprehensive and thoughtful analysis ofthis aspect
ofMorguard, see Vaughan Black, "The Other Side of Morguard : New Limits on Judicial
Jurisdiction" (1993) 22 Can . Bus . L. J . 4, referred to with approval by La Forest J . in Hunt.

9° Canadian International Marketing Distributing Ltd. v . Nitsuko Ltd. (1990) 68
D.L.R . (4th) 318 (B .C.C.A .) ; Ell v . Con-Pro Industries Ltd. (1992) 11 B.C.A.C . 174;
Wilsonv. Moyes supra footnote 87 ; Webb v .Hooper, [1994] A.J. No . 335 (QL) ; FirstCity
Trust Co . v . InuvikAutomative Wholesale, [1993] N.W.T.R . 273 (S.C .) .

91 Moran v. Pyle National (Canada) Ltd. [1975] 1 S .C.R . 393, 43 D.L.R . (3d) 239.
92 Supra footnote 4 at 315-16 .
93 Some post-Morguard courts seem to have taken a rather generous view of Moran

v. Pyle. In Sobstyl v. Finzer, [1993] B.C .J . No . 33 (QL), a British Columbia court relied
on it to support the assertion ofjurisdiction in an action by alocal resident against an out
of-province doctor and an out-of-province hospital in relation to injury consisting in a
second ectopic pregnancy occurring in-province as a consequence of the negligently-
performed out-of-province medical procedure.

9a Interprovincial Co-ops v . the Queen, supra footnote 51 at 358.
95 It is worth noting, however, that under the new Civil Code of Quebec, a rule

resembling the Moran v . Pyle formula controls choice of law : article 3126 sanctions a
general lexloci delicti rulein relation to civil liability forinjury causedto another; however,
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on "the relative merits of adopting a broad or narrow basis for assuming
jurisdiction" andtheimplications ofthatdecisionon eitherforum non conveniens
or choice of law,96 preferring to leave further development "to the gradual
accumulationof connections defined in accordance with thebroad principles of
order and fairness" .97

In determining what connections suffice to satisfy order and fairness, the
Court is unlikely to simply import unadulterated the American "minimum
contacts" jurisprudence. Stein's analysis of the caselaw under International
Shoe demonstrates that three theoretically distinct, yet doctrinally interwoven,
rationales underly "minimum contacts" jurisdiction in the United States . 9$ The
first is ancillary territorial jurisdiction : the theory that a state may exercise
authority over persons outside its borders in order to give effect to a legitimate
regulatory authority it possesses over the subject matter of the action . On this
theory, a state hasjudicial authority based on a subject-matter nexus in any case
where that nexus gives it aconstitutionallypermissible interest in regulatingthe
conduct or activities underlying the action . The second rationale is based on a
theory of implied consent: corporate defendants who choose to purposefully
establish contacts with a state must accept the burden ofbeing subjected to suit
in that state along with the benefits that are assumed to accompany their
presence there. The third and final rationale is based onjurisdictional fairness
inthe sense ofthe actualburdenoflitigation : on thistheory,jurisdiction depends
on whether it would be unfair, in the sense of inconvenient, for the defendant to
be forced to defend its conduct in the particular forum.

Ofthese three theories, only the first fits comfortably within the Canadian
constitutional and conflicts framework. The implied consent/purposeful
availmentrationale is, inreality, a species ofgeneralpresence-basedjurisdiction
and should be dealt with under that rubric where the question will be whether
the corporate defendant has structured a sufficiently close relationship to the
particular forum to justify treating it a de facto resident." The fairness/
convenience rationale is "nothing more than a constitutionalized version of
forumnon conveniens". '°° That may be appropriate in the United States where
the due process clause has come to be regardedin the caselaw as the sole source
of constitutional limits on jurisdiction ; concerns with federalism or with
mediating the territorial limits on state judicial authority are not engaged.101 In
Canada, however, the constitutional limits on adjudicatory authority are based
primarily on territoriality, with due process and mobility rights possibly

"ifthe injury appeared inanothercountry, the law ofthatcounty is applicable if the person
who committed the injurious act should have foreseen that the damage would occur".

96 Supra footnote 4 at 326 .
97 Supra footnote 4 at 325 .
98 Supra footnote 65 .
99 Ibid. at 758 .
'°° Ibid. at 707 .
'°' Insurance Corporation ofIrelandv . Compagnies desBauxitesde Guinée, 456 U.S .

694(1982) .
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operating as supplementary limits to ensure that the order achieved by
territoriality'°z is tempered by fairness . Jurisdiction andforumnonconveniens
are thus conceptually and functionally distinct . 'o3 The one is an a priori
constitutionally mandated condition ofjurisdiction, the other, an expostfacto
discretionary brake on an otherwise legitimate jurisdiction . Indeed, this
difference in the constitutional underpinnings of the Canadian and American
theories mayexplain the differencesinvalues that aresaid to informjurisdiction
based on a subject matter nexus in each jurisdiction. Under the American
jurisprudence, the overriding consideration is whethertheexerciseofjurisdiction
satisfies standards of "fair play and substantial justice"'0a whereas in both
Morguard and Hunt, La Forest J. emphasized "order and fairness" as the
dominant values .

Itmayalso be significantthattheCanadiantestforsubjectmatterjurisdiction
- the existence ofa "real and substantial connection'- is derivedfromdivorce'os
andcriminallaw.'°6 In boththeseareas, thejurisdictional andchoice oflawrules
are synonymous in the sense that ifjurisdiction is assumed, forumlaw applies.
This meaning need not, of course, be carried over to in personam proceedings,
where jurisdiction and choice of law can be separated."' Nonetheless, the
doctrinal source of the test, as well as the ordinary meaning of the words,
supports the proposition that a "real and substantial connection" must be one
that would give the forum province a constitutionally sufficient interest in
regulating the conduct underlying the action. After all, whereaCourt does not
have presence-based jurisdiction over the person of the defendant, surely the
considerations whichmake it constitutional foracourt to takejurisdictionbased
on asubject-matter nexus cannoteasilybe distinguished fromtheconsiderations
whichwouldgive theforuma constitutionally permissable interestin regulating
the outcome.

toe Onthe role ofthe Supreme Court inregulating and enforcing the constitutionally-
mandated limits on provincial ancillary territorial authority, seeInterprovincial Co-Ops v .
The Queen, supra footnote 51 at 356. See also R. v. Thomas EquipmentLtd. [1979] S.C.R .
529, 96 D.L.R. (3d) 1 .

'03 See, for instance, Extra-Sea Charters Ltd. v. Formalog (1991), 55 B.C.L.R. (2d)
197 (B.C .S.C .) .

'0a Supra footnote 76 .
tos Indyka v . Indyka, [1966] 3 AllE.R. 583 (C.A .).
'06 Libman v. The Queen, [1985] 2 S.C.R. 178.
107 The relationship betweenjurisdiction and choice oflaw explains the old common

law distinction between local and transitory actions . Alocal action is one thatcan be tried
only where the cause of action arises because the forum, for reasons ofpublic policy, only
applies local law. Thus, crimes "are in their nature local and thejurisdiction of crimes is
local" : Rafaelv . Verelst (1776),2 Wm.131 .1055,1055,96 E.R . 621. Divorceproceedings, as well
as actions involving title to immovables, are also local actions in this sense: Bereton v .
C.P.R. (1897), 29 O.R . 57 (H . Ct .) . In contrast, "personal injuries [and pure actions in
personam generally] areofa transitory nature": Rafael v . Verelst supra. Theycan betried
in a forum unconnected to the cause of action because forum choice of law rules permit
application of the appropriate substantive law to the outcome.
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Apart from its theoretical appeal, there are pragmatic considerations in
favour of a jurisdictional test that would limit a plaintiff's choice of forum,
except in cases ofpresence-based jurisdiction, to one with sufficient contacts to
the case to engage the regulatory interest of that forum over some aspect of the
underlying subject matter. Such an approach wouldminimize the dual risks of
a misapplication of foreign law and an improper application of forum law . 101
Moreover, itwould allow a clear dividing line to be drawn between connections
that go to litigation fairness - more appropriately dealt with under the doctrine
offorum non conveniens - and those thatregulate adjudicatory authority in the
first instance . Finally, it would also rationalize that set of jurisdictional rules
under which the existence of authority over one defendant automatically vests
jurisdiction over a second defendant . The rules of court in a number of the
common law provinces authorize service exjuris against a foreign defendant
who is "a necessary or proper" party to an action properly commenced against
a local defendant.'°9 The Civil Code of Quebec contains a somewhat similar
rule : where authority existsto rule on the principal demand, Quebec courts also
have authority to rule on an incidental demand or a cross-demand .l'° If
jurisdiction in such cases is based on the existence of ancillary territorial
authority over the subject matter ofthe action, the assertion of authority against
the foreign defendant is not incompatible with a territorial limit on provincial
adjudicatory authority . But ifjurisdiction over the principal defendant is based
on "minimum contacts" insufficient to give theforum a regulatoryinterest inthe
outcome, it is difficult to see how the further extension of authority over the
foreign defendant with no contacts whatsoever to the forum can escape
challenge on extraterritoriality grounds, however convenient from the point of
view of the administration ofjustice that rule might be .

There is a final reason, perhaps the most significant one, why we should
want to take a fairly stringentapproach tojurisdiction based on a subject matter
nexus . Translated to the recognition context, "real and substantial connection"
supplies the basis on which foreignjudgments against non-resident defendants
must be recognized . It is one thing to say that thejudgments ofthe courts with

Los It should be emphasized, however, that a jurisdictional theory based on the
existence of ancillary territorial authority over the subject-matter of the action is distinct
from the "proper law in a proper forum" approach advocated, inter alia, by A . A .
Ehrenzweig, "AProperLawin a ProperForum : ARestatement oftheLexFori Approach"
(1965) 18 Okla . L . Rev . 340 . Unlike the latter, subjectmatterjurisdiction under the former
does not depend on whether the forum's own law applies to the outcome under its choice
oflaw rules (although this wouldfrequently be the result) but on whether the subjectmatter
of the action raises an interest falling within the territorial limits ofthe forum's regulatory
power . In relation to this distinction, see H . P. Glenn, "Conflicts of Laws-Eviction of
ProperLaw ofContractby Legislation Creating Provincial Offense - Extraterritorial Effect
of Provincial Legislation - Where is an Omission?" (1981) 59 Can . Bar Rev . 840 . See
generally Stein, supra footnote 65 . And see D . Laycock, "Equal Citizens of Equal and
Territorial States : The Constitutional Foundations of Choice of Law" (1992) 92 Colum .
L. Rev . 249 .

I'll J.-G. Castel, Canadian Conflict ofLaws, 3rd ed ., supra footnote 62 at 206 .
110 Art. 3139 C.C.Q.
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territorialjurisdiction over thedefendantorthesubject matterofthe action must
be respected everywhere. But it is less palatable to accept that a connection
insufficient to vest either adjudicatory power over the person of the defendant
orregulatorypoweroverthesubstantive subjectmatterofthe disputenonetheless
supports internationally or even interprovincially bindingjurisdiction .

The caselaw on this point suggests there is good reason for caution. The
British Columbia Court of Appeal recently granted leave to appeal on the
question of whether, as a matter ofpolicy, recognition should be extendedto an
American default judgment for personal injury damages in an amount many
times that whichaCanadian court wouldaward.111 Ifforeign courtjurisdiction
based on a subject matternexus were restricted to cases where the foreign court
had a legitimate regulatoryinterest in theoutcome, presumably thecourtswould
feel less discomfort in extending recognition in cases of this sort.

Summary

Hunt confirms an important distinction between the recognition of sister
province and foreign country in personam judgments . In the interprovincial
context, all Canadian courts are obligated, as aconstitutional matter, to givefull
faith and credit to judgments rendered in sister provinces so long as the
rendering court exercised appropriately restrainedjurisdiction compatible with
the principles articulated in Morguard.112 That obligation is one that the
provinciallegislatures (andindeed theCanadianParliament) cannotoverride .I"
®n the international plane, however, Morguard controls recognition only
within common lawCanada and then only in the absence of a more restrictive
statutory regime, such as now exists in Saskatchewan and New Brunswick"'
and, in relation to asbestos litigation, in British Columbia."' The only
constitutional restraints in this context are to be found in the general territorial
limits on provincial legislative competence ."'
What constitutes an appropriately restrained exercise of jurisdiction so as to
engage the full faith and credit doctrine is said to depend on whether the
assertion of authority over the defendant, in the concrete case, is compatible
with the values of "order and fairness". Where jurisdiction is based on the
defendant's presence in theforum atthe time action is commenced,these values
are apparently satisfied at least if, as argued in this comment, presence is
equated, as it is in Quebec law, with ordinary residence (or its notional
equivalent in the case of a corporation) andnot merely physical presence .117

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

Stoddard v. Accurpress Manufacturing Ltd., supra footnote 49.
Supra text at footnote 7ff.
Supra text at footnote 28 ff.
Supra text at footnote 34ff.
Supra footnote 45 .
Supra text at footnote 50ff.
Supra text at footnote 56ff.
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Butwhere jurisdiction rests on a real and substantial connection between the
subject matter ofthe action and the judgment forum, the question of whether a
narrow or a broad approach to the quality of the connections necessary for
jurisdiction to exist has been left wide open for debate by Hunt."' The answer
to that question has obvious repercussions for the development of the doctrine
offorumnon conveniens andthe resolution ofthe choice oflaw issues presently
confronting theCourt inthe Tolofson and Gagnon appeals.119 Afterall, the more
demanding the subject-matter nexus that is required forjurisdiction, the more
likely it is that a case will be heard in the more convenientforum and in the one
whose substantive law applies to the outcome.
This comment has advocated a relatively cautious approach to subject-matter
jurisdiction, one that would require the forum to have a sufficient interest in the
subject-matter of the action to justify the exercise of ancillary territorial
authority, that is to say, authority to regulate the substantiveconductunderlying
the action . ' 2° That approach is the one most compatible with the values oforder
and fairness and with the territorial principle that Morguard and Hunt have
affirmed determine the Canadian judicial authority over the conduct of non-
resident defendants .

"$ Supra text at footnotes 96, 97 .
119 Supra footnotes 5, 6.
120 Supra text at footnote 98f
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ABORTION - PROVINCIAL LEGISLATION - CONTROL OVER
HEALTH CARE: R v. Morgentaler

Moira L. McConnell*

One of the most puzzling things about the latest round between the Queen,
Henry Morgentaler and the Supreme Court ofCanada' is why it got beyond the
first ritual political pas de deux . 2 It was obvious to most observers that when
rumour ofHenry's imminentNovaScotiadebut hitthe streets, aresponse would
be required if only for show . A scrappy structure of regulations was hastily
erected. It was quickly and firmly dismantled by the Trial Court after the first
inspection largely because the structure was found to have been built with the
wrong materials .' At this point, it wouldhave been acceptable for the Queenin
RightofinNovaScotiato give in gracefully, andappeaseopponentsbypointing
to the dictates ofthe various courts and thewill of Senate . Still, it seems to have
become a point of honour to establish that indeed the structure was made
correctly . Are-inspection tookplace andagainthe Nova Scotia Court ofAppeal
supported the Trial Judge in ruling that no matter how painted or carved, the
structure was made outofthewrong materials .' At this point, goodsense would
suggest thatNova Scotia give up. Certainly thepublic was losingpatience with

* Moira McConnell, Executive Director ofthe Law Reform Commission ofNova Scotia
and of the Faculty ofLaw, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia .

' R. v. Morgentaler, [199313 S.C.R . 463 .
2 Probably one of the most troubling aspects of the abortion debate has been the

exclusion of women as active participants in the legal debate in Canada, unlike the United
States where the issue has usually centred around a particularwoman'sdecision to have an
abortion. Taken atits starkest, the entire abortion saga could bere-characterized as abattle
by a medical practitioner to perform a particular operation without restriction - in effect,
decriminalizing a speciality practice . In fact, the first criminalization of abortion in the
United States occurred in the context ofa move to professionalize medical practice (See :
L . Tribe,Abortion: The Clash ofAbsolutes (New York : Norton & Co., 1990) at 30. Given
the make-up of the Supreme Court in this case, it is interesting that in 1991 McLachlin, J.
commented ("Crime and Women - Feminine Equality and the Criminal Law", address to
the Elizabeth Fry Society, Calgary, 17 April 1991, at 17) on the relative invisibility of
women in the discussion of criminalization of abortion.

[T]he future of the crime of abortion in Canada cannot be considered without the
explicit recognition of the criminal liability of women with respect to abortion .
Medicaldevelopments such as the morning-after pill have made itlikelythatone day,
women seeking abortions will have no needto involve the medical practitioners who
havebeen the focus of legislation concerning abortion since its inception. As a result,
in the future abortion could well become a uniquely "feminine" crime, for better or
worse, a fact which must be borne in mind when determining whether to continue to
treat abortion as a crime .
3 The Queen v. Henry Morgentaler (1990), 99 N.S.R . (2d) 293 (T.D .) .
a The Queen v. Henry Morgentaler (1991), 104 N.S.R . (2d) 361, Freeman, J.A. with

Clarke, C.J.N.S ., Hart and Chipman, J.J.A . concurring, Jones, J.A. dissenting .
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this charade.' Instead, however, the Queen inRightofNova Scotia soughtleave
to appeal on the grounds of"national importance and control overhealth care". 6
To the surprise of many, the Supreme Court agreed to hear the case, and did
so two years later in February 1993.' Since the Supreme Court of Canada has
scarce resources and a choice in thesematters, its decisions are usually reserved
for matters of national importance or where there appears to be conflicting
decisions . Itis also elementary law that a refusal, particularly from the Supreme
Court ofCanada, to give leaveto appeal effectively endorses the decision ofthe
last Court. It was fair therefore to presume that the decision to hear the appeal
in this case would do something new - either overturn the last decision, or
disagree with some main point, or perhaps find a whole new ground for
discussion. Yet the unanimous decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in
September 1993 essentially reiterated much of the Trial Judge's decision and
approach, endorsed points of evidence here and there, and mildly corrected a
few points of interpretation by the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal.

A starting point then in commenting on Morgentaler `93, is to try to ferret
out the reason for the coming of the case before the Supreme Court of Canada .
Why was the Courtenticedonto the floor at all? Was it merely good politics and
courtesy to support the Nova Scotia Court ofAppeal in its legal analysis (which
it could have done through deference as well), or is there some skillfully
choreographed turn andtwists ofphrase andnuance whichjustifythe expensive
exercise?

Before summarizing the case andthe various pointsthat arise from it, it may
be for useful readers to outline briefly the understanding I, as commentator on
several stages of the Morgentaler saga,' came to in trying to sort out what the
case, and indeed the whole triangular relationship ofthe last decade and a half,
is about. In this respect the comment is as much a reflection on changes in my
own analysis of the issues .

5 B . Deakin, "Time, money-wasting Appeal", Spectrum (column in the Chronicle
Herald/Mail Star), September 1991 . In fact it is notable that the most recent action has
involved a claim filed by Henry Morgentaler for his full legal costs (about $100,000) . See
J. Tibbetts "Morgentaler will sue Nova Scotia for over $100,000 Chronicle Herald (5
January 1994) A3. In addition, he has filed a claim for costs of abortions in the clinic.
Presumably theformerclaimisbased on the view that theentireprosecution was ill founded
and harassment . It is ironic thatthe fact that the Supreme Court of Canada gave leave to
appeal argues against this point since presumablythecase was seento present some legally
contentious points .

e "It is our position that this is a matter ofpublic importance in that it deals with the
constitutional question of the division between federal and provincial jurisdiction", John
Pearson, Public Prosecutor, as quotedbyC . Mellor, "Provinceseeksto appeal Morgentaler
ruling" Mail Star (4 September 1991) Al .

' Present : Lamer, C.J ., La Forest, L'Heureux-DuM, Sopinka, Gonthier, Cory,
McLachlin, Iacobucciand Major, JJ . The decision was writtenby Sopinka,J . forthe Court .

' See for example: McConnell, "Even by Common Sense Morality: Morgentaler,
Borowski and The Constitution ofCanada" (1989) 68 Can . BarRev.765 ;McConnell, "Sui
Generis : The Legal Nature of The Foetus in Canada" (1991) 70 Can. Bar Rev. 548 ;
McConnell & Clark, "Abortion Law in Canada : A Matter ofNational Concern" (1991) 14
Dal . L.J . 81 .
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Morgentaler `93, is explicitly NOTabout equality for women or financial
and actual access to services, or better quality health care, or decriminalizing
women's decisions, or de-medicalizing women's decisions or population
control, environmental concerns, or whether the foetus is a person, or really
even whether there are abortions in Nova Scotia (in fact, that seemed to be one
ofthe issues glossed overby the Court) . Noris it really aboutprovincialcontrol
over funding decisions on health care services - that issue, along with the
Charterissues, were fairly clearly ducked by the Court, as battles to be fought
another day - perhaps . Rather, after a great deal of sifting through comments,
the case seems to be about the public moral queasiness that is invokedwhen
contemplating profit-oriented (free-standing) provision of certain kinds of
medicalservices . Theopening statement oftheTrial Judgeinthe case istelling :

"He [Morgentaler] stands charged, not because he performed therapeutic abortions,
but because ofwhere hedid them. They were performed athis free-standing abortion
clinic . . . ."9

Throughout the Supreme Court of Canada decision there is reiteration of the
pointthatthe entire legislativeeffortwasto ridtheProvince ofDr.Morgentaler's
free-standing clinics for abortion - a matter that might have raised concerns
about access to abortion. But this wasnot the focus ofdeterminative evidence
or much discussion by the Court. Rather, the Court emphasizes morality rather
than access, when it comments, ". . . it seems clear to me that the present
legislation, whose primary purpose is to prohibit abortions in certain
circumstances, treats of a moral issue" ." But what is the moral issue being
addressed by legislation directed at free standing clinics?

Unlike the predecessor "morality based" Criminal Code provisions, which
only allowed abortions in certain situations relating to balances struckbetween
the woman's health and the foetus's existence, the provincial legislation took a
"moral" stance, it seems, on free-standing or profit-oriented versus public
institutions. The force of this morality is supported by penal sanctions and
economic incentives for compliance. For example, it is notable that the
Supreme CourtofCanada refers to the evidence that "Nova Scotia's health care
system evolved around the public hospital and that there have never been "for
profit" medical clinics in the province"."1 And in its final section examiningthe
pith and substance of the legislation the Court concludes that :

"Its legislative history, the course of events leading up to the Act's passage and the
makingoftheN.S . Reg. 152/89 , theHansard excerpts andthe absence ofevidencethat
privatization and thecostand quality ofhealth care services were anythingmore than
incidental concerns, lead to the conclusion that the Medical Services Act and the
Medical Services Designation Regulation were aimed primarily at suppressing the
perceived public harm or evil of abortion clinics . . . The primary objective of the
legislationwasto prohibit abortion outsidehospitalsas socially undesirableconduct. . .
[t]his legislation involves regulation oftheplace where an abortion may be obtained,

s Supra footnote 3.
'° Supra footnote 2 at 505 .
" Ibid.
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not from the point of view of health care policy, but from the viewpoint of public
wrongs or crimes." 12

Access to abortion which has often been seen as the underlying issue in
provincial legislation, is only really specifically considered in a final section
where the Court comments :

"One ofthe effects ofthe legislation is consolidation of abortions in the hands of the
provincial government, largely in one provincially-controlled institution . This
renders free access to abortion vulnerable to administrative erosion ." 13

These comments suggest" that, although Morgentaler'93 does, in part,
entrench abortion in the criminal law area, the case is perhaps more about the
public or moral wrong of carrying out this kind of operation in a blatantly"
profit-oriented or private centre than about whether abortion is a criminal law
area or not. I suggest that this case can be understood as dealing with who can
decide whether or not abortions can take place in profit-oriented (private
clinics) . Many medical services, including abortions, are provided in hospitals
and other facilities but it seems that when it comes to morally uneasy issues
somehowthe spectre ofprofiteering taints the practice as "unacceptable" . One
needs only to look at issues such as organ donations which seems to be
considered as against the public interest and morally repugnant when they are
based on contractual arrangement . In deciding that the regulation of abortion
in free-standing clinics is a criminal law or public morality area, the Supreme
Court of Canada is, without expressing it as such, basically confronting this
concern . What is now classified more clearly as the "criminal" orpublic wrong
activity is not the abortion but the profit-oriented provision ofabortion . This is
combined with the Supreme Court of Canada's view that abortion is clearly a
federal criminal law matter, an area ofauthority which is understoodto include
the exclusive jurisdiction to determine what is not criminal activity as well by
not legislating that the activity is a crime. The result ofMorgentaler'93 on this
point is that crimes which are specifically identified as crimes by the federal
government are criminal and, presumably, coincidental with this exclusive list
is an indeterminate unarticulated list of non-criminal activity which is also
equally part of criminal law governed by the federal government.

As an observer of these cases, it appears to me as ironic that in 1975 in the first
round of cases, Dr . Morgentaler challenged federal abortion law on the basis

'z Ibid. at 12-13 .
'3 Ibid at 514 .
'4 As I have argued elsewhere, this whole issue is, ultimately a no-win situation for

women since even ifthe legislation is struck down it somehow ends up defining women's
conduct as inherently criminal (see my comments in McConnell, "Sui Generis : The Legal
Nature oftheFoetus in Canada", suprafootnote 8 at 552) . Giventhe national concern about
the issue, ithas seemed to me that there is an argument thatthe matter could be dealt with
by Peace Order and Good Government (POGG) power, (McConnell & Clark, supra
footnote 8, an argument that the Court referred to in its decision at 479 but did not address .

's It is importantto remember that, although hospitals are public and ostensibly non-
profit enterprises, the people working in them are not volunteers .
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that it was health-related and therefore within provincial jurisdiction . In that
case, the Supreme Court ofCanada usedthe principle ofindivisibility topermit
the federal government to legislate, through hospital procedures, for the
provision of a defence to the crime of abortion. In the present case, Dr.
Morgentalerchallenged provincialhealth legislationas unconstitutionalbecause
it regulated abortion as a criminal matter. Once again the Court found the
principle ofindivisibility operative andconcludedthatthe provinciallegislation
was really federal "criminal" law (including law not in the Criminal Code)and
not provincial health law.

1 .

	

The MorgentalerSaga 1975-1993

This section will provide an overview of the Morgentaler decisions. The
Supreme Court of Canada ruling in the 1993 case is set out more fully on the
assumption that the case is ofinterest to many practitioners for its evidentiary
and constitutional rulings as well as the actual result . The background legal
facts to the abortion saga are outlined for those whohave notfollowedthe legal
debate on abortion in detail. The comment concludes with a "bottomline" list
ofpropositions thathave been developed to date and followedby acommenton
the overall results which seem to emerge from them .

2 .

	

The Legal Background 1975-1993

In 1976, the Supreme Court of Canada found that the Criminal Code
provisions challengedby Dr . Morgentaler as provincial health law becausethey
provided that crime of abortion would not be a crime when it took place after
ahospital board had determinedthat thewoman's health or life was endangered,
were valid federal criminal lawbecause the hospital provisions were a defence
to the crime and therefore inseparable from the prohibitionand definition ofthe
crime. 16 In 1988 17 , Morgentaler again challenged the Criminal Code medical
service provisions, and succeeded in having them struck down because the
hospital administrative procedures involved were cumbersome enough to
endanger the life and security of the woman under section 7 of the Charter.
ecause these provisions were inseparable from the prohibition (as determined

by Court in 1975), the prohibition was struck down with the "defence". As the
Court in the 1993 decision notes:

"The 1988 decision meant that abortion was no longer regulated by the criminal law.
It was no longer an offence to obtain or perform an abortion in a clinic such as those
run by [Morgentaler] ."'e

In March 1989, after hearing that a freestanding abortion clinic was to be set up
in Halifax, the Nova Scotia government rapidly passed two regulations, by
Order In Council, under health legislation which essentially prohibited the

'6 Morgentaler v . The Queen, [1976] 1 S.C.R . 616 .
" R. v . Morgentaler, [198811 S.C.R. 30 .
11 Supra footnote 2 at 469 .
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performance of an abortion anywhere other than in a hospital. It also passed a
regulation denying medical service insurance for abortions performed outside
hospitals . These were challenged in Court but, in June 1989, before the case
could proceed, the government introduced the Medical Services Act, S.N.S .
1989c.9, (followedshortlyafterbytheMedical Services DesignationRegulation,
N.S . Reg 152/89 which repealed the earlier regulations) . TheMedical Services
Act" stated that its purpose was to prohibit privatization of "certain medical
services" and performance of "designated medical services" in other than a
hospital approved under the Hospitals Act. Where a service was provided
contrary to theAct, neitherthe person performingthe service nor the person for
whom it wasperformed was entitled to benefits or medical insurance coverage .
In addition, a person contravening the Act by performing the medical service
was liable on summary conviction to a fine ofbetween $10,000-$50,000 . The
"designated medical services" were not set out in theAct but were found in the
Regulations, which enumeratednine procedures including "liposuction", upper
gastro-intestinal endoscopy, abortion including a therapeutic abortion, but not
including emergency services related to spontaneous abortion or related
complications arising from a previously performed abortion" .2°

Dr. Morgentalerprovided abortion services inhis clinic in Halifax contrary
to the Act and Regulations and wascharged with 14 breaches oftheAct. Since
he had proclaimed quite openly and publicly that he had carried out the
abortions, the issue was not whether he was guilty of breaching the Act but
whether thelegislationprohibitingthe servicing was validprovincial legislation .
He argued that the provisions violated women's equality and security rights
under the Charter and were an unlawful (ultra vires) encroachment on the
exclusive jurisdiction of the federal government regarding criminal law (s
91(27)). The Attorney General of Nova Scotia argued that the legislation was
valid provincial health legislation designed to ensure quality health care
services . It should be noted that the main issue was the prohibition of the
performanceofthe operation rather than the paymentprovisions . 21 As stated in
the Supreme Court case :

"The allegation of ultra vires and the decision in the courts below focused on the
offence provision of the legislation . No argument was directed toward the "de-
insurance" section in this Court. Although the "de-insurance and the injunction
provision clearly enhance the practical clout of the prohibition, they do not require
independent consideration in the context ofthis case.""

19 S.4 .
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2° N.S . Reg. 154/89.
2' In fact this issue is now being dealt with as Dr. Morgentaler has claimed payment

in full for services. It is of interest that he is claiming full payment even if it is above the
amount allowed for this service .

22 Supra footnote 2 at 49-95 .
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3.

	

The Morgentaler 1993 Case

A. Trial Decision

The Trial Judge, Kennedy, Prov . Ct. J.'s, reasoning, findings andlanguage
with respect to evidentiary matters were later adopted by the SupremeCourt of
Canada . The case, as noted above, wasargued on two grounds, the Charter and
the distribution of powers, with the former being the more central of the
defendant's submissions. Kennedy J., with no explanation, stated that he had
decided to determine the division of powers under the Constitution Act, 1867
issue first, althoughlengthy argumentshadbeenadvanced by bothpartiesonthe
Charterissue. ®nthis issue, he concluded that the power to enact criminal law
wasfederalunder s.91(27) ofConstitutionAct,1867andthat the prohibition and
regulation of abortion has always been and remains criminal law. In so
concluding, he referred to the 1976 Morgentaler decision where Laskin, C.J.,
in upholdingthe constitutional validity ofthe"defence" orexemptionprovisions
in the Criminal Code regarding abortions, held that Parliament maydetermine
whatis oris notcriminalbehaviour . Kennedy, J. reasoned by extension thatthis
meant:

". . . [if] the prohibition or regulation of abortion is criminal law and if Parliament, as
part of its proper exercise of its exclusive criminal law making power, may determine
what is not criminal as well as what is criminal, then by restricting the performance
of therapeutic abortions to hospitals the Province ofNova Scotia has trespassed into
an area ofFederal Government competence."23

In response to the Crown's case that this was an incidental effect of the
legislation, and that the Act was within provincial jurisdiction as it was health
relatedlaw, Kennedy, J. wentthrough various tests forestablishingthe "pith and
substance" of the legislation. In other words, what wasthe real purpose of the
legislation? This was to be determined by going "beyond the four corners" or
aprima facie reading of theAct to consider its effects . Kennedy, J., considered
the politicalcircumstances surrounding its enactmenttobe admissible, including
thetiming oftheAct, the fact that a Provincial HealthCare Commission had not
yet released its report when the legislation was passed, and that the Medical
Society was not consulted and, when consulted, disagreed with the Act. In
addition, he considered excerpts fromthe HansardReport recordingthe debates
over the Pill . Finally, he considered, but clearly regarded as not determinative,
the severity of the penalties under the Act. He concluded :

"There is no specific element of the evidence that is definitive . It is the totality of
evidence pieced together that creates a clear picture ofa province intent on stopping
the imminent establishment of a free standing abortion clinic . .. ?a

The legislation was, therefore, ultra vires and itwasunnecessary ("notprudent"
was the phase) to make alternative findings on the Charter.

23 Supra footnote 3 at 295, cited also by the Supreme Court supra footnote 2 at 473.
za Supra footnote 3.
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B.

	

Nova Scotia Supreme Court (Appeal Division)
Freeman, J.A ., writing for the majority, held that the Province could, in

principle, pass a law in the form taken by the Medical Services Act. However,
using the doctrine of colourability, it was found to be criminal law. That is, the
law on its face was valid provincial legislation, but in pith and substance it was
ultra vires. This conclusion wasbased onthe view thatthe legislation "ineffect"
duplicated the earlier Criminal Code provisions onabortionas well aspreventing
privatization . In considering the purpose of legislation through an indepth
evaluation of the context ofits enactment, the majority of the Court was able to
conclude that the primary objective or purpose of the Act was to prevent the
establishment ofthe MorgentalerClinicinNova Scotiaand not to deal generally
with privatization . This meant that, in pith and substance, theAct was criminal
law because it was regulating abortion and morality. Jones, J.A ., dissenting,
concluded that the Province had jurisdiction to determine where health care
services could be delivered and that, in the absence of federal legislation, he
could see no difference between the provincial regulation of this matter and
regulation requiring that AIDS patients or battered children be treated in a
hospital.

C.

	

Supreme Court of Canada

The Supreme Court of Canada, in granting leave to appeal, was asked to
consider an appeal from ajurisdiction wherea case had been decided on fairly
narrow grounds and where the two lower Courts seemed only to differ slightly
on the issue ofwhether legislation was valid on its face, and, even onthat point,
both the Trial and Appeal Court had focused mainly on a pith and substance
analysis . The two decisions did not differ on the use of extrinsic evidence and
Hansard, nor did they differ on the weight to be placed on the severity of
penalties as factors to consider or even on the question of whether the Charter
argument should be considered. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court of Canada
granted leave to appeal . The Court stated that the questions which were to be
argued were whether the Medical Services Act and the Medical Services
Designation Regulations were ultra vires the province because they were
legislation in relation to criminal law falling within the exclusive legislative
jurisdiction of the Parliament ofCanada under s.91(27) ofthe Constitution Act,
1867 . In short, they were the same questions that had been addressed by the
Courts below.

Sopinka, J., writing for the Court, held that the Act and Regulations were
indivisible andthat theyconstituted an attempt by the provinceto legislatein the
area of criminal law.2s He reached this conclusion through the traditional
analysis based on classifying the legislation by its "matter", (or pith and
substance) . After citing tests from the 1950s to support the non-controversial
view that the key to validity oflegislation is to be found inits dominant purpose

zs Supra footnote 2 at 480.
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or aim, which was to be defined by examining the Act's stated purpose, the
purposeevidenced in its background, andits legal and practical effect . Thefirst
step, thelegal"effect" oflegislationessentially amountsto primafacie evaluation .
That is, whatdoesthe legislation sayit isdoing and whatlegaleffectdoes itseem
to have on rights and obligations? In addition, the analysis can go beyond "the
four corners ofAct" to see what effect it actually has, or was intended to have,
although the ultimate long-term effect proposed may not be relevant or
probable .

Sopinka, J., supported the Trial Judge's use of Hansard materials and
legislative history as extrinsic evidence of purpose provided they were relevant
andnot inherently unreliable . 26 In this case, the Hansard evidence established
that :

"members of all parties in the House understood the central feature of the proposed
law to be the prohibition of Dr . Morgentaler's proposed clinic on the basis of a
common and almost unanimous opposition to abortion clinics per se"?'

The Court considered evidence of practical effect in light of the Crown's
argument that there was no evidence to indicate any actual restriction of
abortion services . The Court concluded that legal effect is always relevant to
purpose, but practical effect may not be relevant to determining the purpose,
perhaps because the purpose of the Act may be valid but the effects may be
unintended or notapparentor may alterwithtime orbe otherwiseunpredictable.

"In the majority of cases the only relevance of practical effect is to demonstrate an
ultra vires purpose by revealing a serious impact upon a matter outside the enacting
body's legislative authority andthus either contradicting an appearance of intra vires
or confirming an impression of ultra vires."28

Inconsidering the scope offederal criminallawpower, Sopinka,J.,pointed
to the "classic" test enunciated by Rand, J. in 1949, 29 which means that "the
presence or absence of a criminal public purpose or object is thus pivotal."
Sopinka, J. gave a similarly broad reading to provincial healthjurisdiction and
statedthatthe provinces have generaljurisdiction over health matters. He cited
the 1982 Schneider3° case regarding a provincial heroin treatment programme
as a case of provincial legislation dealing with a matter also dealt with by
criminal law. The provincial legislation in Schneider was sustained because it
was intended to provide treatment rather than punish the activity, a comparison
which leads him to comment:

26 Ibid . at 483 .
27 Ibid. at 485 .
28 Ibid. at 86-87 .
29 Ibid. at 489 . Reference re Validity ofsection 5(a) of the Dairy Industry Act (the

Margarine Reference) [1949] S.C.R. 1 at 49-50, In brief he saidthatthese are laws which
are directed to some public wrong or evil or injurious or undesirable effect and the
legislature is seeking to suppress the evil or safeguard the interest of the public. "Public
peace, order, security, health, morality : these are the ordinary though not exclusive ends
served by that law. . ." .

11 Schneider v . The Queen, [1982] 2 S.C.R. 112 .
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"Accordingly, ifthe central concern ofthepresent legislation weremedical treatment
of unwanted pregnancies and the safety of and security of the pregnant woman, not
the restriction of abortion services with a view to safeguarding the public interest or
interdicting a publicharm, thelegislation would arguably be valid health law enacted
pursuant to the province's general health jurisdiction. In addition there is no dispute
that the heads of s.92 invoked by the appellant confer on the provinces jurisdiction
overhealth carein theprovince generally, including matters ofcostand efficiency, the
nature of health care delivery system, and privatization of the provision of medical
services .""

In evaluating whether regulating performance or procurement ofabortion
as socially undesirable conduct is criminal law, the Court seemedto sidestep the
issue by simply indicating that, as ofthe 1975 Morgentalercase, the regulation
ofabortion through hospitalregulation has been part ofthe criminal lawpower .
The Supreme Court of Canada decision in Morgentaler 1988 had various
grounds for agreeing with this, although each of the Judges in that case had
characterizedthe purposeofthe CriminalCodeprovisions differently . Sopinka,
J . stated that it was not necessary to determine the extent to which the province
could regulate abortion but clearly envisaged that some regulation if "solidly
anchoredinone ofthe provincial heads ofpower"" would be valid . In this case,
however, he concluded that the evidence,

"[L]eads to the conclusion that the legislation's central purpose and dominant
characteristic is the restriction of abortion as a socially undesirable practice which
should be suppressed or punished . . . it is not necessary to establish that its immediate
or future practical impact will actually be to restrict access to abortions in order to
sustain this conclusion.""

This seems a fairly definitive conclusion regarding the legislation which,
understood broadly, would contradict the earlier proposition that the province
could regulate abortion as a "health" matter (including access to funding) since
presumably anything less than complete access would seem suspect. As I
suggested earlier, the analysis which follows this conclusion suggests that the
underlying issue regarding profit-oriented institutions is the problem . Having
set out the proposed test for assessing the purpose of legislation, the Supreme
Court of Canada decision works through an application of the test to the facts
ofthe case . Onthis pointthereis amild disagreement with the CourtofAppeal's
majority decision concluding that the province could pass legislation in this
form but, since its legal effect duplicated the earlier Criminal Code abortion
provisions regarding private clinics, itwasunconstitutional . Sopinka, J ., decided,
as had the Trial Judge, that prima facie, regulation of abortion with penal
consequences was suspect as amattertraditionally viewedas criminal . Therefore,
thecolourabilitydoctrine invokedbyFreeman, J.A .,wasunnecessary,particularly
as ordinary analysis of pith and substance wouldenable the Court to go beyond
thefourcorners ofthe legislation. Inconsidering the duplication ofthe Criminal

31 Supra footnote 2 at 491 .
32 Ibid. at 493 .
31 Ibid. at 494.
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Code provision, again Sopinka, J . appears to disagree with the Court ofAppeal
decision when he comments that :

"The legal effect of s.251 [Criminal Code provision] andthepresentlegislation, each
taken as awhole, is quite different . . . [but] Freeman, J.A ., was clearly right, however,
in that in so far as it prohibits abortion clinics the legal effectofthe medical services
legislation is completely embraced by s.251 and, had the latter provision not been
struck down, the present legislation would have been redundant in that respect . "34

The Supreme Court of Canada considered and indeed, reproduced the
Hansard evidence admitted by the Trial Judge to establish that the concern was
suppression of free-standing clinics . Sopinka J ., responded to Nova Scotia' S31

point that even if the object of the legislation was to suppress free-standing
abortion clinics on grounds of public morals, this is not fatal to provincial
jurisdiction by commenting :

"Although therehasbeensomerecognition ofaprovincial `morality' power, itis clear
thatthe exercise ofsucha powermust befirmly anchoredin anindependent provincial
headofpower . . . itcannotbedeniedthatinterdiction ofconduct intheinterestofpublic
morals was and remains one of the classic ends of the criminal law . . . .1136

Having reached the conclusion that the evidence indicated the purpose was
regulation of public morality, Sopinka, J. reviewed the evidence presented by
the Province to substantiate its argumentthatthe purpose was primarily related
to public health . The Court's conclusion on this point essentially adopted the
view of the lower courts on this matter that the evidence contradicted the
Province's case with respect to privatization of services, cost efficiency, and
consultation regarding health policy .

"If the means employed by a legislature to achieve its purported objectives do not
logically advance thoseobjectives, thismay indicate thatthepurportedpurpose masks
the legislation's true purpose .1137

Finally, Sopinka, J ., agreed with the lower Court's approach to the issue of
penalties . He stated "with little weight", that the relatively severe penalties
provided for by the Act were a factor relevant to its constitutional
characterization."

34 Ibid. at 498.
3s Based on discussions after the case with the representative it appears this had not

been a critical aspect ofNova Scotia's case.
36 Supra footnote 2 at 504.
37 Ibid. at 511 .
38 This is a matter of broader interest in that there have been proposals to create

provincial legislation inNova Scotia regulating spousal assault enforceable with sanctions
including prison terms, greater than the existing criminal sanctions . See B . Norton,
Domestic Violence Discussion Paper (Halifax: N.S . Deptof Justice, 1993), ($10,000 fine
or2 years injail) . Giventhe factthatassault is an area regulated by the Criminal Code this
suggests that there may be problems with provincial legislation to the extent that penal
sanctions are included . Further, the issue ofwhether such legislation is essentially one of
public morality remains open to argument . Although there are severe penalties provided
in connection withenvironmental legislation it can be distinguished in that neither s.91 or
s.92 deal with the environment as a head of power .
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The conclusion of the Supreme Court of Canada decision reiterates the
overall argument that the Nova Scotia Act, on its face, regulated abortion (a
matter historically regulated as a moral wrong or crime) and enforced this with
penal sanctions, a combination which made it suspect as criminal law. The
analysis of events leading up to passage of the Act supported the view that its
primary purpose was the suppression and punishment ofbehaviour in the case
(abortions outside hospitals, as socially undesirable conduct) . This constituted
an attempt by the Province to pass criminal law and was therefore ultra vires.
The Regulation and the Act were not found to be severable consequently the
provisions in the Act and regulations were unconstitutional . As pointed out
earlier, theCourt left open the Charterissues, suggested thatthe province could
regulate abortion as a health matter, and did not deal with funding of abortions
as an access issue .

4. Comments

Having outlined all the decisions in this case, the key question for any
lawyer is what propositions can be taken away . In this case, the conclusions
are relevant to a broad range of interests. The conclusions on what is or is
not criminal law under S .91(27) as well as the relevance of penal sanctions
to this determination are ofbroad interest . Further, the conclusion as to the
scope ofhealth care jurisdiction and Charter concerns are also of interest .
Finally, the findings on evidentiary matters, inparticular the use of Hansard
and other evidence including the role of the actual or intended effect of the
legislation, are ofpractical importance . Forpeople concerned with women's
autonomy in decision making, the conclusions are obviously significant .
Based on analysis of this and the earlier Morgentaler cases the following
propositions emerge :

1 .

	

Criminal law powerunder s.91(27) includes the right to determine
through an absence ofregulation what is not criminal . The
broadness of this proposition seems a substantial extrapolation from
the determination of the boundaries of a criminal act which might
including its defence, but the view of the Trial Judge seems to have
been endorsed by the Supreme Court of Canada.

2.

	

The suppression of activity by the state as a public wrong in
combination with penal sanctions is probably criminal law,
particularly where the activity has traditionally been regulated by
the criminal law.

3.

	

Abortion was regulated by the criminal law and although there is no
criminal legislation in place, it is an area of moral judgement.

4.

	

Preventing abortions in profit-oriented clinics is punishing or
suppressing a public wrong and falls within the criminal law area .

5.

	

Legislation is to be reviewed on its face for legal effect, and where
this is suspect, there is no need to use the doctrine of colourability .
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6.

	

The Court may go beyond the "four corners" of legislation,
particularly where it is suspect on its face, to consider the
legislation's dominant purpose.

7.

	

Going outside the "four corners" can include the legislative history
and context of its environment. Hansard evidence, while somewhat
unreliable, is admissible .
The practical effect of legislation, while relevant, is not
determinative and the absence of evidence of impact or predicted
impact will not render suspect legislation constitutional .

9.

	

Thepresence of severe penalties will not necessarily be a
determining factor but they are a factor to be considered,
particularly where the legislation is suspect on its face .

10 .

	

The provinces have general jurisdiction over health care and
services, although there may be an argument in the context of
abortion for federal health regulation underP®GG.

11 .

	

The province maybe able to regulate some aspects of abortion if
securely anchored under health care purposes .

12 .

	

Such provincial legislation may not, however, survive a Charter
challenge .

13 .

	

Restricting access to abortion may endanger awoman's security .
14 .

	

Failing to provide for financial compensation for abortion services
is an undecided issue.

15 .

	

The status of the foetus remains unknown.
16 .

	

The effect on the position of women on this case, aside from
reference to the fact of the decisions to have an abortion being
inherently moral (and arguably, then, inherently regulated as
criminal), is uncertain.

One suspects the next scene in this saga will be dealing with the same area of
case law as that currently prevalent in the United States : financial support for
abortions andthe effectofthisonthe equality ofwomenandaccess to abortion."
It is important in evaluating the case law, to recall that there is increasing
evidencetosuggest thatdecriminalizingabortion, and making iteasily available
in the context of overall family planning andimproved health care has an effect
on lowering fertility rates (and hence the population explosion) and also the

se This is of interest inthe context of race concerns in that evidence from the United
States suggests thatlackofpublic funding and access to abortionmay impactmore directly
on women of colour who may have less opportunity for choice and less access to
alternatives . I) . Roberts, "Reconstructing the Patient Starting with Womenof Colour"
(papergivenatFeministTheory Workshop, ColumbiaUniversity,June 1994). Interestingly,
arestriction of abortion in the 1800s occurred in response to boththe professionalization
of the medical profession and concerns about racial majorities and the fact that most
abortions were sought by middle class anglo saxon women and notimmigrants ; see Tribe,
supra footnote 1.

40 J. Jacobson, The Global Politics ofAbortion, World Watch Paper 97, 1990 at57.
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overall numberofabortions4° Inshort, the overweeningemphasisonregulation,
prohibition and prosecution is misplaced. The social policy inherent in
regulation - reduction of abortions - could be achieved more easily and
effectively through an alternative strategy of support and service, rather than
penaltyandrestriction. The factthatthis socialpolicyissue has beencontinually
framed and dealt with as a legal problem is itself problematic .

In fact, the extent of social disagreement on the issue suggests that this is
exactly the wrong approachto resolving this issue sincethe legal conclusion, in
eitherresultwillprovoke civilinterestand "illegal" resistance to the decision."

41 Sincethecompletion ofthis commentaryDr. Morgentaler commenced proceedings
before the Courts of New Brunswick. In Morgentaler v . The A-G (N.B.) et al. (C.F. No .
F/M/24/94) he requested a declaration that certain regulations made pursuant to the New
Brunswick medical Services Payment Act R.S.N.B . 1973, C-M-7 and certain provisions
of anAct Respecting the New Brunswick Medical Society and the College ofPhysicians
and SurgeonsofNew BrunswickS.N.B . 1981 C-87 wereunconstitutional . Theapplication
argued that the legislation in question violates rights guaranteed by the Charter of Rights
of freedoms and in particular those granted under Section 7 and that the provisions of
legislationgoverningMedicalSocietyandCollegewere ultraviresthe legislativecompetence
of the Province of New Brunswick being in pith and substance criminal law. Dr.
Morgentaler's counsel, Mr. Eugene Mockler Q.C . of Fredericton, N.B ., advised that
pending the hearing on August 22nd, 1994 restrictions were placed on Dr . Morgentaler's
medical licence which prohibited him from performing therapeutic abortion procedures .
[And see: Morgentalerv . P.E.I. (Min . of Health and Social Services) (1994), 112 D.L.R .
(44) 756 (P.E .I . S.C .) .] In a judgment delivered on 14th September, 1994 Mr . Justice
Ronald C . Stevensonheld the impugnedprovisions oftheprovinciallegislation tobe ultra
vires the Province writing - "It is now settled beyond debate that either the prohibition or
the regulation ofabortions is alegitimate subject to be dealt with bythefederal Parliament
as criminal law, as field assigned to Parliament by the Constitution." - Daily Gleaner,
15.9.94, P.1, col . 5 . The Province's appeal of that decision will be argued beginning
7.10.94 .
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